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Abstract 
We consider proper holomorphic maps between balls that are invariant under the action of 
finite groups of unitary matrices. We are primarily interested in actions of groups that are fixed-
point-free; for purposes of comparison we will briefly consider matrix groups that act with fixed 
points (that is, groups that have at least one nontrivial element with an eigenvalue of one) in 
the last chapter. Forstneric showed that given any finite unitary fixed-point-free matrix group, 
there exists a proper holomorphic map from the ball in the appropriate dimensional complex 
Euclidean space to a higher dimensional ball, that is invariant under the action of that group. 
He showed on the other hand that if we also require the map to be smooth to the boundary, 
then many groups are ruled out 
One of our main results is the following theorem: if / is a proper holomorphic map between 
balls that is invariant under the action of some finite fixed-point-free matrix subgroup of a unitary 
group (acting on the domain of / ) , and, in addition, smooth to the boundary, then necessarily 
that group is cyclic and diagonally generated (with respect to some basis). We rule out some 
of these possibilities as well. We give corollaries concerning the nonexistence of smooth CR 
mappings from certain spherical space forms to spheres. 
We next prove some propositions related to the theory of polynomial proper mappings 
between balls. As another important result, in cases where there are known finite fixed-point-
free matrix group-invariant mappings we classify all such maps in terms of a group-basic 
map. In a subsequent chapter we investigate existence and nonexistence of various sorts of 
polynomial proper maps between balls, mostly invariant under some matrix group action, from 
a combinatorial perspective. We give a simple means of depicting monomial mappings from 
the ball in two-dimensional space, and show some applications. As a final theorem, we show 
how proper holomorphic maps between balls, invariant under the action of finite matrix groups 
iii 
possibly acting with fixed points, can be "constructed". This uses a technique developed by 
Low. We derive some interesting examples from this construction. 
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Chapter 1 Smooth group-invariant proper holomorphic maps between balls 
1.1 Introduction 
We will investigate proper maps between balls in complex Euclidean space. Proper holo-
morphic maps in several complex variables have received a good deal of attention in recent 
years (see survey articles [CS3] and [Fo3], for example). When domain and range are balls, 
one can use powerful general results about maps between strongly pseudoconvex domains with 
real analytic boundaries, such as extension results that arise from polarization and related theory. 
One also has available techniques related to the invariance of balls under the action of the unitary 
group. We put such techniques to use in the main results of this thesis. 
Recall that a map / : D -» Q. is proper if the preimages of compact sets in 0. are compact 
in D. When domain and range are (open) balls in complex Euclidean spaces this is easily seen 
to be equivalent to the following condition: if z, is a sequence approaching the boundary in the 
domain ball, then f(zn) tends to the boundary in the target ball. Furthermore, if / is holomorphic 
(or just continuous) on its domain ball and continuous to the boundary, one can easily deduce 
that / is proper if and only if it maps boundary into boundary. It is also an easy exercise to 
show that a proper holomorphic map must go to a target of equal or greater dimension, and that 
genetically such a map will look like a local embedding [Ru3]. Thus it makes sense to speak of 
the codimension of such a map. We use the standard notation Bn for the open unit ball centered 
at the origin in n—dimensional complex Euclidean space, and 5 2 n _ 1 for its boundary sphere. 
We use the word smooth to mean C°°- smooth, unless specifically stated otherwise. 
Some research ([D1J, [Fol], [Rul], [Ru2]) has focused on proper holomorphic maps from 
balls that are invariant under the action of some finite unitary matrix group acting on the 
domain.In [Ru2] and [Fol] it is shown that proper holomorphic maps from balls that are smooth 
to the boundary factor through finite unitary matrix groups (after perhaps first applying an 
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automorphism on the domain). Rudin assumes domain and range have the same dimension, 
larger than one. Forstneric assumes both are of dimension larger than one, and the codimension 
is positive. He also assumes the range is strongly pseudoconvex. He showed mat in this case the 
unitary matrix group must furthermore be fixed-point-free (the Rudin result, by way of contrast, 
always involves a reflection group). Forstneric showed that all fixed-point-free groups arise in 
the context of his theorem provided one removes the hypothesis of smoothness to boundary. 
One can even take the range to be a ball in this case. 
The case where the map is smooth to boundary is much different While little is known 
about the group-invariance properties of such maps to arbitrary strongly pseudoconvex domains 
(beyond the above mentioned factoring through a fixed-point-free group), it is noted in [Fo3] that 
"the problem becomes more interesting if we require the target domain...to be the unit ball...." 
In this case we have available more powerful techniques and also some simple examples of 
such group-invariant maps. Furthermore, smooth proper holomorphic maps between balls-. a< 
opposed to arbitrary domains, are in some sense quite abundant and straightforward to construct 
(see [D2]). Forstneric noted the seemingly curious phenomenon that in this particular case, 
despite the plethora of proper holomorphic maps between balls, very few unitary groups are 
known to arise in the context of these maps. He gave simple examples of nontrivial groups that 
do; a family of these appears in [Rul]. He ruled out a large class of these groups, assuming 
the map to be rational in this case. This requirement is no stronger than C00—smoothness; we 
give more details and appropriate references below. D'Angelo [Dl] enlarged the set of groups 
for which such maps can be constructed, showing (as suggested in [Fol]) that a second family 
of these groups exists for which there are particularly simple invariant maps between balls. He 
also gave simple proofs concerning certain uniqueness properties of the maps in [Rul]. Most 
of this thesis continues the lines of enquiry pursued in [Dl] and [Fol]. We are concerned 
with group-invariant smooth proper holomorphic maps between balls; we contribute a few more 
pieces to the "solution" of the question posed by Rudin in [Ru3, chapter 15]: "What are the 
proper holomorphic maps between balls?" 
Having introduced some of the history behind this work, it is appropriate here to note 
that proper holomorphic maps that extend smoothly to the boundary of a domain are of some 
importance in geometry and partial differential equations. The unit sphere is one of the simplest 
examples of a CR manifold, and the study of the Cauchy-Riemann equations on the 3-sphere 
led to the Lewy operator and an example of a non-locally-solvable partial differential equation. 
This operator, in fact is the one that defines the CR structure on S3, and so the CR functions 
that sphere are precisely the solutions to the homogeneous Lewy equation. 
If a CR function on a sphere is invariant under the action of a finite unitary group, we can 
consider it as a function on the quotient space. These are odd dimensional spaces of constant 
positive curvature (spherical space forms). Thus some of our results can be interpreted as 
restrictions on smooth CR maps between spaces of constant positive curvature. In order that 
nonconstant such CR maps exist, we prove that the underlying group must be cyclic. 
As shown in [Fol], any proper holomorphic map between balls invariant under some 
automorphism group of the domain is, after composition with an automorphism, invariant under 
the action of a unitary group. Thus there is no loss of generality in restricting our attention to 
such groups. The main purpose of this first chapter is to show that any finite subgroup of the 
unitary group U(n) that acts freely on C n , for which there is an invariant proper holomorphic 
map between balls, smooth on the closures, must be cyclic and generated by a diagonal matrix. 
We rule out some of these groups as well. We start with the relevant definitions and background 
theory. 
We adopt the following notational conventions. By ep we denote a primitive p&- root of 
unity. When more than one of these appears in a matrix, we assume that each denotes the same 
primitive root We may thence drop the subscript for the remainder of that usage. For q an 
3 
integer, V2(m) denotes the largest power of 2 that divides m. 
Recall that a subgroup P of U(n) is said to be fixed-point-free if no member other than 
the identity matrix has an eigenvalue of 1. Equivalently, the only fixed point in C n of any 
non-identity element in the group is the origin. A subgroup of U(n) is said to be irreducible if 
it fixes no nontrivial proper subspaces of Cn . 
Throughout this paper we will work with unitary fixed-point-free matrix groups. We will 
also consider matrix groups acting with fixed points in the last chapter. We note that different 
matrix groups can be isomorphic as abstract groups and yet give completely different results in 
the theory we cover in this thesis. Specifically, for some finite fixed-point-free unitary groups 
we can show existence of certain invariant proper holomorphic maps between balls, while we 
can show nonexistence of such for other matrix groups isomorphic to those. In other words, 
suppose G is some finite abstract group and T : G i—• T C U(n) an injective representation 
of G. Then whether there exists a smooth invariant proper holomorphic map between balls will 
depend on the particular representation - as well as on the group G. 
We outline some of the relevant theory below. Forstneric showed in [Fol] that given 
any finite fixed-point-free unitary group T C U(n) there exists a proper holomorphic map 
/ : Bn ~* Bff for some N > n with the property that / is invariant under the action of T, 
i.e. for any 7 e T we have / o 7 = / . We will outline a proof of this result in chapter four. 
Though such functions always exist (and even can be made continuous to the boundary), the 
class of unitary groups for which smooth such functions are known to exist is quite small. In 
fact if / is a proper holomorphic map between balls that is C°° to the boundary, then Forstneric 
has shown that / must be rational. (See [Fo2]; actually CN~n+l suffices.) For a large class 
of finite fixed-point-free unitary groups, Forstneric [Fol] showed that there can be no proper 
rational maps between balls that are invariant under the actions of those groups. In this chapter 
we rule out all remaining finite fixed-point-free unitary groups that are not cyclic and diagonally 
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generated. We rule out some that are, as well. Before describing our specific results, we give 
a brief description of the playing field. 
In [W], Wolf worked out a classification of finite fixed-point-free unitary groups in order 
to classify all odd-dimensional spherical space forms (complete connected odd-dimensional 
Riemannian manifolds of constant positive curvature; they turn out to be topological quotients 
of spheres modulo such groups). For our purposes a bare sketch of the details will suffice. 
These groups are direct sums of irreducible subgroups (so the matrix representation has block-
diagonal elements, each block being an irreducible subgroup). The irreducible groups fall into 
two categories: those whose Sylow 2-subgroups are cyclic (type A) and those for which these 
subgroups are generalized quaternionic (type B). With respect to some basis, each irreducible 
group of type A is either l x l or else has only two men generators, one diagonal and the other 
of the form 
(1.1.1) 7 = 
/0 1 0 
0 
\6 
A 
i 
0 / 
where 6 is a primitive m— root of one. Each irreducible group of type B contains an element 
that on some two dimensional subspace, is the submatrix I J. Every finite fixed-point-
frec unitary group is the direct sum of irreducible representations. See [W] or [Fol] for further 
details. In the latter, it is shown that there can be no proper rational map between balls that is 
invariant under the action of any group of type B or any group containing a 2kx2k generator 
of the sort in 1.1.1. In fact such maps are ruled out when the group contains an element that 
on some two dimensional subspace, is of the form 
(1.1.2) ( o - " ) 
where e is a primitive even root of unity. As we will outline in section 13, this is always the 
case for type B groups and groups with even dimensional generators of the form 1.1.1; hence 
the Forstneric results. Using a technique similar to his, we will rule out a class of generators 
similar to, but larger than, those of the form 1.12 
1.2 Statement of results 
12.1 Theorem: There is no proper rational map f : Bn-* Bff invariant under the action of 
any unitary group with an element 7 of the form given in 1.1.1 above. (This is true for allm, n, 
and N.) In particular, in order for a proper rational group-invariant map between balls to exist, 
the group must be cyclic with all its elements with respect to an appropriate basis diagonal. 
122 Theorem: Suppose T C U(2) is generated by a matrix of the form I €* , J and the 
following condition holds: 0 < vi(q - 1) < vi{p). Then there does not exist any proper rational 
map f from Bi to any Bt\ that is invariant under the action ofT. 
Before stating our corollaries we recall some relevant definitions, versions of which can be 
found in [Ra, IV.2.3]. Let D be a domain in C n bounded by a C'-smooth real hypersurface 
M. That is, D is given (locally) by a C 1 real-valued defining equation of the form {r(z) < 0}, 
where r is defined in some neighborhood of a boundary point p€ M, and the differential dr is 
nonvanishing on M. The tangent space TPM is of real dimension 2 n - 1 . We complexify it to form 
C(TPM) = TPM ® C. This gives rise to the complexified tangent bundle C(TM) = TM ® C. 
Sections of this bundle are given locally (in a neighborhood of p) by differential operators of 
the form v = 3Laj(z)gf" + zC&jMgr, w n c r e ai^j a r c c l functions near p and v(r)\z = 0 
for all z e M near p. 
We define the subbundle of (1,0) sections (locally) to be the set TlfiM = C(TM) n 
£ ai"5T \• W c (hcti define the subbundle of (0,1) sections T°'lM to be its conjugates. It is 
easy to show that Tpl,0M and its conjugate space TplM each have complex dimension n - 1. 
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Now let / be a complex valued function that is defined on, and C 1 in, an open subset U of the 
boundary M. Then / is a Cauchy-Riemann (CR) function on U if for every point p€U we have 
v{f) = 0 for all u e Tp,lM. In this case we say that / satisfies the tangential Cauchy-Riemann 
equations. 
Now suppose we have a map / , with CR coordinate functions, from M to complex Euclidean 
space C^ . If the image f(M) lies in some hypersurface M' then we call / a CR map from 
M to M'. 
Some remarks: (i) One can define CR manifolds abstractly (that is, define the subbundle of 
(1,0) sections), and then define a CR map / between CR manifolds to be one whose differential 
df maps (1,0) sections into (1,0) sections. The concrete definitions given above will serve 
more readily for our purposes. 
(ii) If / is holomorphic on the domain D and Cl up to the boundary hypersurface M, then 
it can be shown that the restriction of / to M is a CR function. 
(hi) As a simple but relevant example, we work out the CR structure on the sphere S'\ The 
defining function is r(z, z) — \z\\ + |z%| - 1 = z\z\ + zgzg - 1. (When the defining function 
is real analytic, we write it explicitly as a function of z and z). The section L = 22^; - zij^ 
generates r 1 , 0 S s . (i.e. any other section of that bundle is this one multiplied by a Cl function). 
The conjugate section is the Lewy operator L = zggr - ^lgr- As this is ail there is of the 
antiholomorphic bundle T0>lS* up to multiplication by functions, a function / is CR if and only 
if it is killed by the vector field L. Finally, we note that the Lie bracket 
d _ d d a T=[L,L\ = Z2dTrZldr2223ifi~ZldT2 
dz2 dz\ dzi dz\ 
is a vector field that is algebraically independent of L and ~L. Hence the set {L,L,T} spans 
c(rs3). 
We move on to the corollaries involving CR geometry. 
12 J Corollary: Let 7 be a unitary matrix of the type in the above theorems or in the 
Forstneric nonexistence results mentioned above. Then there does not exist any nonconstant 
f-invariant C°°-smooth CR mapping from S 2 n _ 1 to any sphere S 2 ^ - 1 . 
This is of course true if only a linear subspace intersected with the domain sphere is invariant 
under such a matrix action. 
Proof of corollary: Strong pseudoconvexity of the sphere implies that such a CR mapping 
would extend to a holomorphic function / on the ball that is C°°- smooth on the closed ball 
and takes (boundary) sphere into sphere (see [Ra] 0.2, IV.2). As this map is nonconstant, the 
maximum principle for plurisubharmonic functions ([Ra] H.4) may be applied to | | / | |2 . We see 
that / maps interior to interior as well as boundary to boundary; we conclude that it is proper. 
Note also that / o 7 - / = 0onthe boundary and hence inside as well, also by the maximum 
principle. Thus / is 7-invariant The hypothesis of C°° - smoothness to boundary then implies 
that / is rational ([Fo2]), which contradicts the theorems.* 
A mapping from S 2 n _ 1 that is invariant under such a finite fixed-point-free unitary group 
is simply a mapping from the spherical space form that is obtained as the topological quotient 
of the (unit) sphere modulo the action of that group. Among the spherical space forms are the 
lens spaces L(p, q) obtained as the quotients of S 3 modulo the cyclic groups with generators 
12.4 Corollary: There are no smooth nonconstant CR mappings from lens spaces 2(p, q) 
to spheres when p and q satisfy the conditions of theorem 1.2.2. There are likewise no smooth 
nonconstant mappings from spherical space forms S2n~l/T to spheres when T is not cyclic. 
The classification of lens spaces is well known; see for example [M, section 40]. In particular, 
there is a homeomorphism between L(p, q) and L(r, s) if and only if p = rand q = i s * 1 modulo 
p. Theorem 122 may be viewed via the corollaries as a result about maps from lens spaces; thus 
one is tempted to ask what role, if any, is played by homeomorphic lens spaces in finding further 
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existence or nonexistence results concerning invariant proper maps between complex balls. We 
look into this in chapter four. 
1.3 Remarks 
We note that the nonexistence result of Forstneric concerning groups generated by 
/ ix/2k Q \ 
(
 n tx/2* I also follows from theorem 122, by taking p = 4fc and q = 2k + 1. 
Forstneric then used this result to rule out rational maps invariant under the action of unitary 
groups of type B; for completeness, we outline his argument below (see [Fol]). 
The type B unitary groups have Sylow 2-subgroups isomorphic to a generalized quaternionic 
subgroup. These contain cyclic subgroups generated by the matrix ( . J , which, after 
change of basis, is just ( * _ . J. Eliminating groups with 2fcx2fc generator 7 of the form 
/././ is similarly accomplished. This matrix has eigenvalues of tf1/2*,*1/2*^...,^/2*^2*-1 
where % is a primitive 2Jfc— root of one. Now rjk = — 1 so on some 2-dimensional subspace, 
with respect to an appropriate basis, 7 acts as ( _*i/» ) ' **"* * e s e ^cew^se f&H into 
the forbidden category. 
Together, theorem 12.1 and the results of Forstneric show that there are no proper rational 
maps from Bn to Bff that are invariant under the action of non-diagonal finite fixed-point-free 
unitary groups. Specifically, in order to achieve such an invariant map the matrix group F must 
necessarily be cyclic with a n n x n generator of the form 
fel1 . . . 0 \ 
7 = 
\ o 6*7 
(with respect to some unitary coordinate system on Cn) where qi,q%...,qn are all relatively 
prime to p. We get an additional restriction from theorem 122. For any pair i and j we let m 
be such that mg, = kp + 1 for some integer Jfc (m is the representative of q~l in the ring Zp). 
We then let q be the remainder (representative) of mg, modulo p. Then the pair (p, q) must not 
satisfy the hypotheses of theorem 122. 
Invariant proper rational (actually monomial) maps between balls are actually known for only 
(essentially) two subclasses of group generator of the above type. If q\ = qi = ... = qn = 1 then 
we have homogeneous monomial maps of degree p, with the coefficient of z\xz\7...z%n given by 
the multinomial coefficient J (I) • Up to multiplication by a unitary matrix, these are the only 
invariant such maps of degree p. Note that the monomials used comprise a minimal generating 
set for the algebra of invariant polynomials for that group. We will call such a set a basis in this 
thesis. Following Rudin [Ru2] we will refer to such maps as basic polynomial maps associated 
to the group I \ or more simply as r-basic maps. See [Rul] or [Dl] for proofs and further 
details concerning these maps. The second class of cyclic unitary groups for which such maps 
exist was conjectured by Forstneric [Fol] and actually constructed by D'Angelo [Dl]. The first 
few examples were known previously (see [CS2], for example). Each such group T is generated 
by a matrix of the form I
 2 j . The corresponding map uses only basis monomials for the 
algebra of polynomials invariant under T. (That is, the map is T-basic). As shown in [Dl], the 
squares of the coefficients appear in an interesting asymmetric analogue of the Pascal triangle. 
That is, one obtains squares of coefficients for a given map from squares of coefficients of lower 
degree maps. D'Angelo [Dl] also gives an explicit formula for computing these coefficients. 
We give another algorithm (as distinct from a closed formula) for generating them in chapter 
three. For the first class of groups above, when n = 2 we get the squared coefficients from 
the Pascal triangle itself. 
13.1 Example: For p = 3 we have the map 
(z,w) i-» (s?%y/Zzw,w%\ 
/ g 2 f ' / 3 0 \ 
which is invariant under the action of the group generated by I
 4 r i #3 J. For p > 3 the 
basis monomials are no longer symmetric. 
10 
132 Example: When p > 9 the coefficients of the basic invariant map are no longer 
symmetric. For the case p = 9 we have the map 
(z, w) ,-» (z9,3z V y/27z*w2, y/30zsw\ 3zwA, u>9), 
/e2»./9 0 \ 
which is invariant under the action of the cyclic unitary group with generator (
 4r,y9 J. 
In higher dimensions, if p is odd and each g, is either 1 or 2 then the above two classes give 
rise to a T—basic map for this situation as well. In fact since the map z -* z* properly takes the 
one-ball to itself, by simply replacing the condition |z|2 = 1 with ||z'||2 = |zi|2-K..+|z*|2 = 1 we 
get a homogeneous map of degree s from Bk to some higher dimensional ball. More generally, 
take a continuous map from Bi invariant under the action of I
 2 l. In the condition 
| z | 2 +M 2 = 1 we replace |z|2 by ||z'| |2 = |zi|2+...+|z*|2 and |w|2 by ||u/||2 = |u>i|2+...+|u;,|2. 
We obtain a map from B&+I invariant under the action of a matrix group of the sort described 
above, that satisfies the same condition on the sphere as before. For instance, we have 
133 Example: To obtain a proper monomial map from B\ to some ball that is invariant 
under the group T generated by 
(** 
7 = * 
V 
we modify the D'Angelo map g invariant under the action of ( ^
 2 ) • This m a P *s given by 
Denote the variables in B4 by zy, 1 < j < 4, and let XJ = |z7|2. 
A simple result of D'Angelo (proposition 1 of [Dl]) states that if / is a proper monomial map 
between balls that takes zero to zero then the real polynomial p = | | / | |2 has positive coefficients 
and is identically 1 on the hyperplane x 1 + . . .+x n = 1. Specifically, if the proper monomial map 
has components caza (a = (ai , ...,a„) is a multi-index) then we take p(x) = %] | c a | 2 i ° . This 
11 
4 
correspondence is unique up to what D'Angelo [Dl] calls essential equivalence of monomial 
maps: reordering of terms and multiplication by diagonal unitaries. Conversely, from such a 
real polynomial one can construct a proper monomial map between balls in the obvious way. 
We will return to this correspondence in the next chapter. 
The condition that the map g above is a proper map between balls amounts to saying that 
|z|10 + 5|z|6H2 + 5|*|2M4 + H 1 0 = 1 
when |z|2 + |tu|2 = 1. When we replace |z|2 by xx + x2 = k i | 2 + |z2|2 and \w\2 by 
as + %4 = |za|2 + |z4J2 we obtain the real polynomial equation 
(x! + x2)5 + 5(xi + x2)3(x3 + x4) + 5(xi + x2)(x.i + x4)2 + (x3 4- x4)5 = 1 
on xi +%2 4-xa + x4 = 1. Expanding this into an explicit sum of monomials then gives the 
recipe for our proper monomial map from B$, We take as coefficient for the monomial za the 
square root of the coefficient of z* in the polynomial above. This simple but tedious procedure 
yields a T—basic monomial map from £4 to £2e- % IS 
(zi, z2, z3, z4) i-> (z'i, y/bz\z2, \Mzfzl, VlOz^z^ \flz\z\, z\, VEzfzz, V^5z2z2zS, 
\/l5ziz|z3, \Z5z2Z3, \Z5z^Z4, v/15z2z2Z4, \T\S>z\z\z\, \/5z2Z4, 
\/5z2Z2, v/10z2Z3Z4, \Z5z2Z2, VFziz2, v/10ziZ3Z4, V5ziz2, zjj, 
V5z^Z4, Vl6z$zl ViOzfcl VSzzzi, z\). 
From any of the above invariant maps one can construct other maps invariant under the 
action of the same groups by the operation of tensoring on subspaces, its inverse, and linear 
operations. The appropriate definitions and some remarks on this technique appear in the next 
chapter. We will at that time have further use for the corresponding real valued polynomials 
mentioned above. 
A less trivial cousin, the only other known example of a group for which such invariant 
maps exist, was given by Chiappari in [C]. It is a monomial map invariant under the action of 
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the group T generated by the matrix 
/ e 7 0 0 
(1.3.4) 0 e? 0 
\ 0 0 f j 
This map has 17 components and is not T-basic. Note that for any pair of diagonal elements, 
one is the square of the other. We show a way to generate this map, as well as the D'Angelo 
family of invariant maps from £2, in chapter three. 
It has been suggested by D'Angelo [D3, ch.5] that the previous groups are the only ones for 
which there are invariant proper rational maps between balls. The proof seems elusive. 
As noted above, for every group T (except that generated by 13.4) for which an invariant 
proper rational map between balls is known to exist there is in fact a T—basic monomial invariant 
map. It is not hard to show that there can be no such basic maps for any of the matrix groups 
not yet ruled out We will prove this in the next chapter. Thus we have in some sense a measure 
of the complexity cf these invariant maps, or at least of the difficulty in finding them. With 
those groups for which the existence of such maps is unresolved, it is clear that they will be 
harder to find. On the heuristic that counterexamples are generally not too hard to construct or 
else nonexistent, this supports D'Angelo's suggestion. 
1.4 Proofs of theorems 
We require a classical result concerning separate invariance of numerator and denominator 
for invariant rational maps. Forstneric uses it in [Fol] and cites [S, p. 73]. For completeness, 
we give our own elementary proof below. 
1.4.1 Lemma: Suppose p = (pi, ...,ps) is a (vector valued) polynomial on some complex 
Euclidean space (i.e. p : C" \-*CN), and qisa complex valued polynomial, on the same domain, 
that has no factor in common with every pj. Suppose that q(0) ^ 0 and that £ is invariant under 
the action of some matrix 7. Then q and each pj are separately invariant under that action. 
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Remark: the condition that q(0) ^ 0 is necessary. To see this, take 7 = ( j and 
let p = zi, q = Z2-
To prove this lemma we first require a special case. 
1.42 Lemma: Suppose p and q are polynomials that have no common factor. Suppose that 
g(0) 56 0 and that 2 is invariant under the action of some matrix 7. Then p and q are separately 
invariant under that action. 
Proof of 1.42: By hypothesis, 221 = E We must show that numerators and denominators 
are respectively equal It clearly suffices to show this for just the denominator. 
We have p • 222 = p o 7. Since p and q have no common factor, we must have q | q o 7 
(in the polynomial ring C[zi, . . . ,zn]). Now the action of 7 is linear and so qo7 has the same 
degree as q. Consequently q o 7 = cq for some constant c^C. Denote by # the part of q that 
is of degree /. Since the action of 7 on the constant term is trivial, 
q o 7(z) = g(0) + 91(7(2)) + - = cq(z) = c(g(0) + ...). 
This proves that c = 1 and thus proves the lemmaJi 
Proof of 1.4.1: We may first write 2 = (21 , . . . , ££•) where each rational function is in 
lowest terms in the quotient field of C[z]. Now qj j q and hence g7(0) ^ 0 for each j . By 1.4.1 
each pj and qj is thus separately invariant under the action of 7. 
The denominator q is the least common multiple (Icm) of {gi,..., g#). This may be iterated 
as g = lcm(... Icm(lcm(gi,g2),g3)... ,g#). We claim that lcm(gi,g2) is invariant. To prove 
this, suppose that the greatest common divisor of g% and g2 is r. (We are, as always, in the 
polynomial ring.) Then we have gi = rs and g2 = rt where s and t have no common factors. 
As above, we see that r(0), a(0), t(0) ^ 0. Since gi and g2 are invariant under the action of 
7 so is the quotient ^ = ^§ = ~. As s and t have no common factors and r(0) ^ O we may 
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again apply the previous lemma to conclude that s and t are separately invariant Hence so is 
r = & and thus rst = lcm(gi, g2) is invariant as claimed. 
By induction on N we see that g is invariant Because the quotient 2 was assumed to be 
invariant (each component of) the numerator p is thus separately invariant as well.B 
Proof of theorem 122: By composing / with an appropriate automorphism of the range Bs 
we may assume that /(0) = 0. Now / is rational, so we can write it as j(gi,..., g#) where h 
and each gj are polynomials, and there is no factor common to all of them. Furthermore we have 
h(0) ^ 0 because otherwise one sees that ft has a factor in common with every gj. (This follows 
as an easy exercise from unique factorization in C[zi , . . . , z„] and the polynomial version of 
the Nullstellensatz, for example. The latter can be avoided at the expense of using some basic 
manifold and analytic variety theory. The result is more generally true of meromorphic functions 
that are holomorphic at the origin, also proven by invoking suitable versions of those theorems.) 
Thus by lemma 1.4.1 each of these polynomials is separately invariant under the action of I\ 
Furthermore, as the matrix group is diagonal, invariance of these polynomials implies invariance 
of each monomial term. 
Since / is both proper and continuous to the boundary, we see that | | / | |2 = 1 on ||z||2 = 1, 
where z 6 C2. Thus we have 
K 
(1.4.3) > > i l | 2 = IN2 on | |z | | 2= 1. 
3 = 1 
A simple but powerful technique [D2] is to expand this identity and equate Fourier coefficients. 
To this end, using multi-index notation we write 
aeN7 
where each ca is a vector, and also write h = £ kaza. Now let zy = rjei9>. for j = 1,2 (the 
a 
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usual polar notation). Then 1.43 becomes 
Y, ( C ,
 C / ,)rt ,+ / , |r5 ,+Ae , ' (° , 1-A)* Ie i<0 j-A^ 
on r2 = 1 - r2. (This is the "expand" part.) Let d be the maximum degree of these polynomials, 
and let 6 be the degree of h. Then Forstneric [Fol], D'Angelo [D3, ch.5], and others have shown 
that 6 < d. This in fact follows at once from the above identity, by independence of the different 
powers of ei$l and of e107. Next replace n with r for ease of notation, and equate powers of et6> 
on each side of the equation. We do so with the ^-constant terms (that is, those independent 
of 8 = (0i,#2)) to obtain 
%] IK||2r^'(l_r2r = E It,l^'(l-r2)^. 
\<*\<d M<« 
The high degree on the left side is 2d while that on the right is 26. Hence the high degree term 
on the left must vanish identically, so we have 
(1.4.4) Y, llc°H2(-lf = 0. 
\a\=d 
We have p | a\ + ga2 for each term that appears in the sum. Since a i + <*2 = d we get 
p | a\ + a 2 + (g - l )o 2 = d + (g - l)a2 . Thus (g - 1)«2 = tap - d for some integer ta. Let 
m = i/2(g — 1). The hypotheses then imply that ai is even if and only if 2 m + i divides d. As 
this condition is independent of a, each term in the left side of 1.4.4 has the same sign (every 
o2 has the same parity). Thus that sum must be strictly positive or negative, hence not zero. 
This finishes the proof of theorem 122M 
The proof of theorem 12.1 will proceed in several steps. We first investigate holomorphic 
maps from Bn that are invariant under the action of such a matrix 7 (as given in 1.1.1 above). 
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This action is given by 
/ z i \ 
21 
\Zn) 
/ 21 \ 
\Szi/ 
Suppose that 
P(Z1,Z2,...,Z„)= Y P(«l.-,«n)2iri42--2nn 
(ori,...,ar„) 
is a holomorphic map invariant under the action of 7. (Here pa is a vector in C^.) By invariance 
we have p(z2,...,z„,6zi) = p(zi,...,zn). This becomes 
Z pc ..)zM'..<"-'(6,ir= Z p(«, ..);r'4'-4". 
(oi,...,an) («ri,...,<*«) 
Equating monomials we see that 
Similarly, we obtain 
(1.4.5) 
P(cr„,ori...,Or„_l) — ° V{ai,...,an)' 
P(<t„-.i,an,ai...,an-i) ~ " P(ai <*„)> 
r(«:,a: an,ai) — ° F(ai,...,a„)i 
P(ai,...,a„) — ° P(oi,...,o„)-
1.4.6 Lemma: m \ ai + ai + ... + an (unless pa = 0). 
Proof: This follows from the last equation in 1.45, which implies that &*'++*" = %.# 
1.4.7 Lemma: Suppose f = p/q is a proper rational map from Bi to BN that takes zero to 
zero. Then p has a term of the form P(a,o)Z? where the coefficient is a nonzero vector in CN. 
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Moreover, if we take the largest a such that the vector coefficient is nonzero, then p(tt 0) *»%# be 
orthogonal to P(o,<»). (This latter vector could of course be zero.) 
Proof: The results in [CS1] and [C] show that / is holomorphic in a neighborhood of the 
closed ball; that is, when expressed in lowest terms / = p/g, we have g ^ 0 on the boundary. 
We claim that there is a term in p of the form P(a$)Z°. If not then we have 
This would contradict the fact that our map takes boundary into boundary. 
Note that since / extends to be holomorphic in a neighborhood of the ball, it is necessarily 
continuous to the boundary. That it is proper and holomorphic is then equivalent to the identity 
||/ | |2 = 1 on the sphere ||z||2 = 1. This in turn becomes |lp||2 - |g|2 = 0 on the unit sphere. 
We have 
Y ({Pe-P") ~ l^.i^z" = 0 
on ||z||2 = 1. Again we "expand and equate." We write z, = r}et$> for j = 1,2 to obtain 
the identity 
(1.4.8) E({p„,ft,) -9^)r? , +" , r§ I +^e««^ ' -") c^(«-^) = 0 
on r2 + r\ = 1. As the different powers of tl° are independent on the sphere, we can equate 
Fourier coefficients in 1.4.8 above to see that 
Y ((pp,p,)-w,)ff^ = o 
/i-p=constant^(0,0) 
on r\ + T\ — 1. 
Now fix \i\ — v\ = a and m — vi = —a. Then we have 
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on rf+r2; = 1, where the sum is over all v = (1/1, vi) for which vi>a (recall that all subscripts 
correspond to monomial powers and hence must be nonnegative). If a is even, leave this equation 
alone; otherwise multiply both sides by r\ri. We obtain (for k = a /2 or k = (a + l ) /2 as the 
case may be): 
Y ((P("i+<*,"j-<*)>P(«'i.''2)) ~ 9("i+<*."2-<*)9("i.''2))ri1/,+ r2Ul~ = ° 
V 
on rf + r | = 1. Replacing r\ by t and rf by 1 - t yields the identity 
Y (0Vi-K*.i'*-<»)'P(«'i.«'*)) ~ 9(",+*,"7-*)9"(!'„:':))(l ~ *^ ' + ^ ^ = °* 
The lowest degree terms in t occur when vi = a. These must vanish identically, hence 
(1.4.9) Y ((P(n+«,0),P(n.»)) ~ 9(„,+*,0)9*(„,,a)) = °-
By the hypothesis on a the only nonzero vector of the form p(„,_*.,»,o) is p(„.o)- Furthermore, 
by restriction of our map to the set {z» = 0} we have a proper rational map between balls that 
takes zero to zero; hence the degree of the denominator is strictly less than that of the numerator. 
Thus all coefficients of the form g(„1+Qio) are zero. The only surviving term in equation 1.4.9 
is thus (p(*,o),P(o,*)) = 0.B 
With this technical lemma we now prove 
Theorem 12.1: There is no proper rational map f : Bn -* BN invariant under the action 
of any matrix of the form 7. 
Proof: Assume / = p/q is such a map. By composing it with an automorphism of the 
target ball we may assume that it preserves the origin. We write p = £ paza in the usual 
a 
multi-index notation. By restricting to the set Z3 = ... = z„ = 0 we have a proper rational map 
from Bi to Bs- Lemma 1.4.7 then implies that p has (nonzero) terms of the form P(0lio,...,o)2f' 
and P(o,aj,...,0)22J- By lemma 1.4.1, invariance of / implies separate invariance of numerator 
and denominator. Lemma 1.4.6 and the equations that precede it then show that terms of the 
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above form come in pairs with exponents and vector coefficients equal. (That is, for any nonzero 
vector coefficient P(a,,o,...,o) there is an equal coefficient P(o,ai„..,()))• FOT some pair this exponent 
must be maximal, as p is a polynomial. But lemma 1.4.7 states that the coefficients for that 
pair must be orthogonal, a contradiction to the fact that they are equal and nonzero. This proves 
theorem 12.1M 
1.4.10 Corollary to theorem 12.1: There is no proper rational map from 03 to Bff that is 
invariant under the action of 
As, 0 0 \ 
7 = 0 4 0 
\o 0 4 / 
Proof: Take 6 — e2x , / 3 . The matrix 
/ 0 1 0 
71 = 0 0 1 
\S 0 0 
is unitarily similar to 7. That is, they have the same characteristic polynomial and thus represent 
the same transformation relative to different bases. Thus by a unitary change of variables, a 
proper rational function invariant under the action of 7 becomes one invariant under the action 
of 71, contradicting the theorem.* 
This result has a combinatorial interpretation given in chapter three. We can rule out some 
other diagonal matrix groups in this manner. Specifically, one can show that exactly those 
diagonal groups generated by matrices of the form 
/co 0 0 \ 
7 = 0 e2*«/369 0 
\ 0 0 eAxifh9) 
are eliminated by this method. This generalizes to higher dimensions in a straightforward way. In 
the even dimensional cases we get nothing that was not already eliminated by Forstneric's results. 
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Chapter 2 Invariant polynomial maps: algebraic results 
2.1 Preliminary material 
As in the previous chapter, we may associate to a proper monomial map / between balls 
that takes zero to zero a real valued polynomial with nonnegative coefficients. This polynomial 
is p = | | / | |2 , and it will play an important role in this and the next chapter. In more detail, if 
the components of/ are the monomials cau...tanz\l...z°n then p(xi, ...,x„) = £ \cQ\ x\l...x%n, 
a 
where ij = \ZJ\2. Note that if / is invariant under the action of some diagonal unitary matrix 
group, then all monomials that occur in p are squared absolute values of invariant complex 
monomials. Since / is a proper map between balls, we see that p = 1 on the hyperplane 
xi + ... + x„ = 1. Equivalemly, xi + ... + xn - 1 | p(xi,...,x„) - 1 where the division is 
performed in the polynomial ring R[ri,...,xf tj. We will henceforth refer to p as the canonical 
(real) polynomial associated to the map / . When our domain space is two dimensional, we will 
use z, w for our complex variables, and x, y for real variables, for ease of notation. 
An operation of fundamental importance in D'Angelo's factorization results is that of 
tensoring one proper map between balls (or a part thereof) by another. Specifically, if h = 
(h\,..., hT) is one proper holomorphic map between balls, and k = (k\,..., &,) is another, then 
the map 
h® k = (Ai&i,Ai&2»...,&i&„&2&i,...,hrW 
is easily shown to be a proper holomorphic map between balls as well (see [D3, ch.5]). We 
remark that the particular order in which we list the components is irrelevant; it merely amounts 
to a choice of basis for the range space. It is natural, in this setting, to consider maps that differ 
by a unitary matrix to be equivalent Note also that the dimension of the tensor product map 
is the product of the dimensions of the component maps. This accounts for a crucial difference 
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between maps to one versus multiple dimensions; tensoring pairs of the former amounts to simple 
multiplication and does not increase the dimension of the range. 
Suppose now that A is a linear subspace of C r . Denote by hA, hAj. those components of h 
that map into A, A x respectively. That is, hA is the projection of h onto the subspace A. We 
write h = hA © hAi. and define E^^h = (hA ® k) © hAj.. (E is for "extend"). This "tensor 
product on a subspace" is similarly seen to be a proper holomorphic map between balls. For 
notational convenience we generally just write E and suppress the rest. If we have a map in the 
form / = (hA <g> k) © hA± we similarly write (again suppressing some information) h = E~lf. 
(This we naturally call "untensoring".) 
Suppose p is a proper polynomial map between balls that takes zero to zero, and the degree 
of p is n. Then D'Angelo in [D2] shows that p can be obtained as (E~l)mLEn(Id) where L 
is linear. That is, we start with the identity map, tensor it with itself n times (taking the full 
tensor product each time) to obtain a homogeneous map, perform some linear operation (that 
is unitary on the range of the map constructed thus far), and then perform some untensoring 
operations (these last might be done on proper subspaces). The proof proceeds as follows (see 
[D2] for full details). If we write p = pi + ... •+- pn where each pj is homogeneous of degree j 
then it is not hard to show that the range of pn is orthogonal to that of pi- More generally, for 
nonhomogeneous polynomial maps, the range of the highest degree terms is orthogonal to that of 
the lowest degree nonvanishing terms. (Just set ( %] Pi, 12 P; ) = 1 on ||z||2 = 1, let z = re'*, 
and look at the highest powers of et0 in the resulting expression.) Letting A denote the range 
of pi, we form E^Aj^p and still have a proper polynomial map between balls of degree n. 
Moreover, now we have (the new) pi = 0 as well, and the range of pn is thus orthogonal to that 
of (the new) p2. We continue this procedure to produce a homogeneous map of degree n. Since 
this map is just the full tensor product of the identity with itself n times (up to multiplication 
by a unitary), we have our result 
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Along these lines we require another basic fact 
2.1.1 Proposition (D'Angelo): Suppose f is proper polynomial map between balls that takes 
zero to zero. Then there is a linear map L and a proper monomial map g between balls such 
that f = Lg. Furthermore, the linear map has unit column vectors, and the coefficients in the 
monomial map are all positive reals. 
The monomials used in g are precisely those that appear in the polynomial map. In fact 
if our polynomial map is given (in multi-index notation) as / = £ <=*z* where the coefficients 
are vector valued, then the monomial map g, which we call the monomialization of / , has 
components given by ga = | |c0 | | za. 
2.2 Results concerning polynomial invariant maps 
There is a result analogous to D'Angelo's factorization, for polynomial maps between balls 
that take zero to zero and are invariant under the action of some unitary group. We state and 
prove the relevant theorem in this section. 
In the D'Angelo factorization, the allowable operations are linear operations that monomi-
alize or split or collect like monomials (these preserve length from domain to its image) and 
tensoring and untensoring operations on linear subspaces, by the identity map. With group-
invariant maps for given unitary group T, we will instead do tensoring and untensoring by the 
F—basic invariant monomial map. For polynomial maps invariant under the action of a matrix 
generated by el we will give a simple proof that essentially mimics a more general factoriza-
tion of proper polynomial maps between balls given by D'Angelo in [Dl]. For maps invariant 
under the action of a matrix group generated by some (
 2 ] the proof we give will use 
different techniques. 
22.1 Theorem: (i) Let f be a proper polynomial map that takes zero to zero and is invariant 
under the action of the group T generated by etl. Then f can be obtained from the T-basic 
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monomial map g described in section 13 by the type of linear operations described above and 
the operations of tensoring and untensoring on subspaces by that map g. That is, we can write 
(ii) Let fbe as above but now invariant under the action of a group T generated by I *
 2 j . 
Then f can likewise be obtained from the T-basic monomial map g described in section 13 by 
linear operations as above and the operations of tensoring and untensoring on subspaces by that 
map g. In other words, once again we can write f = [E^}A LE^_g)(g). 
A conjecture of D'Angelo's is that all rational maps can be obtained by a factorization 
similar to that for polynomial maps, if one also permits tensor products and inverses thereof 
with automorphisms that move the origin [D3, ch.5]. If this conjecture is verified, one expects 
there to be an analogous factorization result for rational group-invariant maps. 
Proof of (i): By 2.11 we may write f = Log where L is such a linear operation and g is 
a proper monomial map between halls: it too is invariant since the matrix group is diagonal. It 
suffices now to obtain g as in the theorem. To do so we will "homogenize". Let d be the degree 
n 
of g. Then each monomial in g is of the form cazfl...z°n where k | $2 <*j and hence d — kr. 
Since the T—basic monomial map b is of degree k, we can iteratively tensor every entry of g of 
degree less than d by the basic map 6 until we obtain a homogeneous map of degree d to a higher 
dimensional ball. It is still invariant and proper. After performing a linear operation that collects 
monomials (which is of the above type), we obtain a map that is unique up to multiplication by 
a unitary ([Rl] or [Dl]). This map is therefore U oh, where h is the degree d homogeneous 
map that is invariant under the action oiellTI. As this map is obtained by tensoring the T—basic 
monomial map with itself, we have g = {E~1)* oLo (£)'(&) as desired.* 
It should be noted that a proof can also be modelled on the factorization result in [D2] as 
outlined in the previous section. The one in [Dl] was used here because a similar approach 
will be required to prove 22.1 (ii). 
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222 Example: Let V be generated by f _i )• 0 n e c h e c k s m a t 
is a proper map from B2 to £5 that is P-invariant Then 
g(z, w) = (z2, u,2, V2zZw, 2z2w2, V^zw3^ 
where the Unear operation is in this instance a rotation by x/4 in the first two slots and the 
identity in the last three, hence is unitary. To get a homogeneous map of degree 4 we now 
tensor the first two slots of g with the T-basic map (z,w) i-» (z2, \/2zu>,u>2) to obtain 
(z, w) ,-» (zA, \/2z V z2w2, z2w2, v^zw3, w4, y/2z*w,2z2w2, y/2zw*\. 
A linear operation takes this to 
g*{z,w) = (zA,2zhn,y/e>z2w2,2zw*.wAS\ 
which is (up to multiplication by a permutation or diagonal unitary matrix) the unique monomial 
map with linearly independent terms that is invariant under the action of 7 = ( . J. Note 
that k = 2 in this example, and that 72 = [ _ j . As g* is obtained by tensoring 
(z,w) 1-+ (z2, \fizw, w2) with itself and then collecting like terms via Unear operation, we 
have / factored as specified in the theorem. 
For polynomial maps that take zero to zero and are invariant under the action of a unitary 
group T generated by 
(2.2.3) l=(l » ) 
we first require a weaker result; it is of some interest in its own right. 
22.4 Proposition: Suppose f is a proper polynomial map between balls that takes zero to 
zero and is ^ -invariant with 7 as in 2.2.3. Suppose g is the T-basic such map. Then ||g||2 - 1 
divides | |/ | |2 - 1 in the ring R[x,j/]. 
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Proof: Let p, g be the canonical real polynomials associated to / , g respectively. As each is 
T—invariant so is their quotient Now suppose that 
P - 1 = P * 
g - 1 g* 
expressed in lowest terms. Each factor of g — 1 has nonzero constant term that can (dividing 
through by that constant) be taken to be 1. By the introductory remarks to this chapter, x + y -1 
divides both p(x,y) — 1 and g(x,y) - 1 as polynomials. Thus g* is a proper divisor of g - 1, 
and we have g* = 1 + .... If g* ^ 1 then it has terms in only one variable; otherwise the high 
degree terms in the product that yields g - 1 would have xy as a factor. This is not the case 
since the high degree terms in g are each in only one variable. (Recall that for e a primitive /:— 
root of 1, we have g = ||g||2 = x* + kxk~2y + . . . + yk. The coefficients are the squares of the 
r—basic monomial map coefficients.) Now since g* has nonzero constant term, it is separately 
F-invariant by lemma L4 J ; as T is diagonal, each term is then invariant But the degree of g* 
is strictly less than that of q, and there are no invariant terms in one variable that are of smaller 
degree. Hence q* = 1, as required.! 
Note that the quotient polynomial is invariant for if not, then any noninvariant monomial 
term of minimal degree would give rise to a noninvariant term in the product p(x, y) — 1. We 
also remark that the result of this proposition also holds for maps that are invariant under the 
action of a group generated by el; the proof is unchanged. 
We now prove theorem 22.1 (ii). Let / ,g ,p , g be as above. We assume e is a primitive 
&— root of 1, and so g(x,y) = ||g||2 = xk + kxk~2y + ... + kxy^ + yk. (As we assume 
T to be fixed-point-free, k must be odd.) By 22.4 we know g — l | p — l i n t h e real 
polynomial ring. We will denote the quotient by Q/; this notation is similar to that used in 
[D4]. Choose n large enough so that the (n - l)-fold tensor product of g with itself, which we 
will call h, contains no monomial that appears in / . (For example, take n = 1 + deg /.) Let 
r(x,y) = \\h\\ be the canonical real polynomial associated with h. By construction, r = gn. 
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Thus r - 1 = (g - l ) ( l + g + ... -H gn_1) = (g - l)Qh- Note that our choice of n is also 
sufficiemly large that every monomial in Qf also appears in Qh-
As in 2.1.1 we first apply a linear operation to / to obtain a monomial map (which we 
will still call / ) . We now claim that by applying linear operations that split monomials into 
two components, and then tensoring one of these components with g, and repeating this process 
finitely many times, we can obtain h. This suffices to prove the theorem, for it tells us that / 
can be obtained as L(LE)~mLEn(g) where all tensoring and untensoring is by the map g. We 
will show that appropriate linear operations and tensoring by g will transform / into h, where 
A = ||&||2 = r; hence h differs from h by a linear operation. 
225 Lemma: Suppose c\xayh is a monomial term in p(x, y), and 0 < c2 < ci. Then we may 
perform a linear operation to split the zawh monomial, followed by a tensoring operation of one 
of the new monomial components by the basic invariant map, in such a way that the resulting 
monomial map, /*, satisfies Qf. = Qf + cixayh. 
We conclude that tensoring a part of / with g to obtain /* corresponds to taking part of a 
term in p = | | / | |2 and adding it to Qf to form Qf.. A similar result is stated in [D4], though 
instead of working with the basic invariant map g one works with the identity map. 
Proof: f = (...,y/c~izawb,...). A linear operation as described above takes this to 
(...,y/c~2zawb,y/c\ -C2zawb,...). We tensor the
 s/c~izawh entry with g to obtain 
/ * = ( - . . , y/^Za+kw\ y/kTlZa+k-2Wb+\ . . . , y/c^ZaWb+k, y/c7=^ZaWb, . . . ) . 
This map has canonical real polynomial 
\\f*||2 = . . . + c2xV(g(x,y)) + (Cl - c 2 ) x V + . . . 
= . . . + c2x°y'(g(x,y) - 1) + cxxayb + ... 
= | | / | |2 + c i x V ( g - l ) . 
Thus Qf. = llflgpi = IWCpl + c i x V = Qf + C l x V . • 
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To prove the claim, we have Qh = gn _ 1 + gn _ 2 + . . . + g + 1 = £c a ) 6 x a y 6 and 
a,b 
Qf = £ ^o,6^°y6 where co.o = <fo,o = 1- Suppose inductively that for some pair (a, 6) we 
a,b 
have c*,6 ^ (faj but that for all lower degree terms the respective coefficients agree. 
22.6 Lemma: As in lemma 2.2.5, we can perform a linear operation followed by a tensoring 
operation on our map f to obtain a new monomial map /*, in such a way that Qf. = Qf + 
(ca,b - da<b)xayb. 
Hence Qf. agrees with Q& in every term that Qf did, as well as in the xayb term. Note 
that this lemma suffices to prove the claim, and hence theorem 22.1 (ii). 
Proof: 
p - 1 = (g - l)Qf = (g - l ) ( l + . . . + <fa,6xay6 + . . . ) 
= - 1 + . . . + [ca_jfcifc + fccfl_fc+2,6-l + . . . + 6c<:_ !,&_(&_ l)/% + Ca,t-t - daj,\xay + ... 
Call the bracketed expression t. We adopt the convention that all coefficients with either subscript 
negative are zero. All terms except the last come from multiplying the squares of coefficients 
of the T—basic map g with appropriate c'a QS in Qf. As p is the canonical real polynomial 
corresponding to the map / , we have t > 0. 
Now / has an entry y/tzawb. We want to perform a linear operation and tensoring operation 
to obtain /*, so that Qf. = Qf + (c*,& - dajk)xayh. By the previous lemma this is possible 
provided 0 < c„,& - dab < t. 
Case (i): The monomial zawb does not appear in h. Then we have 
ca-k,b + kca_k+2,b-i + ••• + ca<b-k - ca<b = 0. 
Hence caj, — <fa>4 = t > 0 so in this case the desired operations can be performed. 
Case (ii): The monomial zawb appears in h. Then since 
r = \\h\\ = ... + [ca-k,b + &c„_t+2,6_i + ..- + ca,i_jt - cah\xayh + ... 
has positive coefficients, we must have ca_kb +... + c*,&_t > cab and hence caj, - dab < t. 
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Now by choice of (large) n, we are in case (ii) only for pairs (a, b) for which dab = 0. On 
the other hand, asQ& = l + g + g 2 + . . . + g n _ 1 , we see that every coefficient caJ> > 0. Hence we 
also have caj, - da<t, = c a j > 0. Thus the operations may be performed in this case as well. This 
concludes the proof of lemma 225, and hence finishes the claim that proves theorem 22.1 (ii)M 
The invariant map from B% to Bn found by Chiappari (and derived in chapter three), though 
not a basic invariant map, nevertheless has minimal possible degree and is therefore seen to satisfy 
proposition 22.4. Hence it satisfies theorem 22.1 (ii) as well. The proofs are the same as above. 
The results above all hypothesize origin-preserving maps. If a proper polynomial map 
between balls has a nonzero constant term, then we may still perform the monomialization of 
2.1.1. We then we take the square of the norm to form the associated real polynomial, as before. 
We obtain the equation 
K*) = J> t f |2x* + N 2 =i 
onxi + ... + x„ = l. In an obvious manner we get an origin-preserving group-invariant proper 
monomial map from Bn lo (l - |eoj2j2?jv for some N. We rescale to get a map between unit 
balls, and all above results will then apply to this map. 
2.3 Nonexistence of other basic invariant maps 
We now prove a result mentioned in chapter one. 
23.1 Proposition: Let T be generated by 7 = f €* , j , with p relatively prime to q. We 
assume that 2 < g < p, and p ^ 2g — 1 (this last being clearly equivalent to the case q = 2.) 
Then there is no r-basic invariant proper map from Bi to any Bs-
We remark that this proposition suffices to prove a corresponding result in the case of a 
higher dimensional domain; we simply restrict our attention to a two dimensional subspace. 
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Proof: The proof given here may be a bit longer than necessary; it is completely elementary 
and makes no use of results in the literature concerning bases of the algebra of P-invariant 
polynomials. 
Since F is diagonal it is easy to see that we may take our basis to consist of monomials. 
The invariant monomials are of the form zawb where p | a 4- qb. Now zp and wp are basis 
monomials; they are invariant and clearly no lower power in either variable alone is invariant, 
so they are not products of other invariants. 
Suppose we have such a monomial map between balls. If it has elements cattzawb then as 
before we let r(x,y) = £ |c«,6|2*ay6 and note that r(x, 1 - x) = 1. Thus 
1 = |c„,o| V + |co,,|2(l - x)> + Y Kb\2xa(l - x)b. 
Equating terms of like degree on each side, we immediately see that |co,p|2 = 1. By reversing 
the roles of x and y (i.e. noting that r( l - y, y) = 1) we obtain |cPio|2 = 1 as well. We see that 
if there are no F—basic monomials of degree larger than p — 2 then we are done because in that 
case the only term in xp _ 1 is ( ~ l ) ^ p | c ^ | 2 , which forces the contradiction |co>p(2 = 0. We 
will show that there are indeed no such basis monomials. To this end, for any 1 < Jfc < p - 1 
we define a* to be the smallest positive integer such that zkwak is T—invariant In other words. 
a t is the representative of ~g-1Jb in the ring Zp. 
232 Lemma: (i) 1 < ak < p - 1 
(ii)lfk £ I then ak ^ <*,. 
Proof of 232: Since p and g are relatively prime there exist integers s, t such that 
sp+tq = 1. We take the set of integers {k, k + g, k + 2g,..., k + (p - l)g}. Upon rewriting this 
as {ksp + ktq, ksp + (kt + l)q,..., ksp + (kt + p — l)g} it becomes clear that p divides exactly 
one of these integers, and not the first one, k. Hence there for some unique 1 < m < p — 1 
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we have p | k + mq and so a* = m. Furthermore, if a& = <*f then we have p | k + a&g and 
p\ 1 + ajtg and thus p | fc - /. As 1 < fc, / < p we must then have k = / . • 
233 Lemma: Under the hypotheses of proposition 2.3.1, we have <*i + 1 < p - 1. 
Proof of 233: By lemma 232 this inequality can only be violated if either c*i = p - 1 or 
ai = p - 2. If a i = p - 1 then p | 1 + (p - l)g and so p | g - 1. This implies g = 1 which 
contradicts our hypotheses. If on the other hand we have <*i = p - 2 then p | 1 + (p - 2)g 
and so p | 2g - 1. Since g < p we have 2g - 1 < 2p and so p = 2g - 1 which again violates 
our hypotheses . • 
23.4 Lemma: For any 1 < j < p - 1 either j + aj < p - 1 or else there is some k < j 
such that a* < aj. 
We note that this lemma suffices to finish the proof of proposition 23.1 because if j + a, > 
p- 1 then z'wa' = (zkwak)(z'~kwa>-ak) where all exponents are positive. Since z^w"' and 
zkti'ak are each F—invariant so is zi~kwa'~ak. Hence a,_t = a,- — at and so z^w°J is not a 
basis monomial. Thus all basis monomials are of degree strictly less than p— 1, and this suffices. 
Proof of lemma 23.4: If the lemma is false, then take j to be the smallest violator. Then 
for every k < j we have a* > aj. Thus we obtain p - j - 1 < aj < ori, ...,a>_i < p - 1. 
We now have j distinct integers occupying j + 1 consecutive slots; the inequalities then force 
either a}; = p — j — 1 or a}; = p — j . (We remark that from this point it is trivial to prove by 
the pigeonhole principle that no basis monomial has degree strictly larger than p.) 
Claim: for some 1 < k < j we must have k+at > p— 1. Indeed, the second lemma implies 
that <*i = p - 3 . Thus for some 1 < k < j we have at € {p - 2, p - 1} and this proves the claim. 
By the assumption of minimality of j there must be some 1 < / < Jb with a, < a*. 
We then have zkwa" = (z'wa,)(zk~,wak~a') with all exponents positive; it is then clear that 
<**-/ = <*fc — a/. Now p — j < ai < ajt < p — 1 implies that a^-i < (p — 1) — (p — j ) = j - 1. 
Since Jfc - / < j we also know that at_j > p - j . Thus we have p-j <j — l and so j > \(p +1) . 
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We call this condition S (for Sarah, the author's daughter) and note that it is independent of our 
parameter g, subject to the hypotheses that g ^ 1 and 2g ^ p + 1. We now show that unless 
g = 2, condition S will be violated for another matrix group F generated by p. = 
for some r relatively prime to p. 
Specifically, take r <p such that rg = 1 modulo p. We have r = 1 if and only if g = 1 and 
similarly 2r = p + 1 if and only if g = 2; those cases are excluded by our hypotheses. Thus we 
are in a position to apply condition S to the F-invariant monomials. 
To this end, we now reverse the roles of our variables; that is, we take monomials invariant 
under the group generated by 7 = (
 n J. This group is just F because T1" = p. For this 
matrix group, every invariant monomial is of the form za'wl where z'w"1 is V—invariant Given 
l < < < p - l we define 0t to be minimal such that z*u/' is f-invariant. Observe that the 
pairs (i,Pt) are identical to the pairs (a;,/) where zltvai is F-invariant 
Now let m = aj. Then pm = j . Our assumptions about j imply thai «; < u, only if « > j . 
That is, for a pair (t,0t) we have t < m only if /), > /3m. 
In summary, m + pm > p - 1 and for any k m w e have & > fim. We sec that m violates 
the lemma. But m = aj < § and this contradicts condition S, which was shown to hold for the 
minimum (and hence any) such value violating the lemma.* 
This finishes the proof of proposition 23.1 M 
2.4 Further remarks about polynomial maps from lens spaces 
We use the first theorem of this chapter to give necessary conditions on proper polynomial 
maps between balls that take zero to zero and are invariant under the action on the domain of 
certain cyclic diagonally generated finite matrix groups. We will work with some of the groups 
for which we have not ruled out the existence of such maps. 
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a : 
2.4.1 Example: Suppose that e = €12 and F is generated by 7 = I
 5 J. Then 
7 3 = ( € 3 ) = - ( n ' ) * ^ o w ***y 7-invariant map is 73-invariant as well; thus 
such a map may be factorized as in theorem 22.1 (i) by tensoring the 73-basic monomial 
map / = (z4,2zzw, y/6z2w2,2zu>3, u>4) with itself, applying a linear map that is unitary on its 
range, and untensoring on subspaces by this map. 
This sort of reasoning applies to any cyclic matrix group that contains a subgroup generated 
by a nontrivial element of the form I - 1 or ( ..2 l. An important class of such groups are 
those that give rise, upon taking topological quotients, to the lens spaces 1,(26,26 - 1). Letting 
c = e2t,these are generated by 7 = f
 n 2*-i )• (Note that if 2 | 6 then the existence of such 
maps is precluded by theorem 122.) For these groups we have 7 = ( n afc-i ) = ( n - ) 
and so 7* = ( * ) = ( n _ i /" ^ n u s ^ 7-invariant map must be obtainable by 
a linear operation and tensoring/untensoring the 7*—basic invariant map, which is g(z, w) = 
(z2.y/2~zw,w2), with itself. 
2.42 Example: As a related remark in the specific case of L(6,5), we recall that an invariant 
proper map of minimal degree would exist if and only if there were a real polynomial of the 
form p(x, y) = x6 + ax%y* + bx2y2 + cxy + y6 with nonnegative coefficients such that p = 1 on 
the hyperplane x + y = 1. There is no such polynomial. Indeed, the only polynomial of degree 6 
which is identically one on the hyperplane is p(x, y) = x6 -f- 2x'V* - 9x2y2+6xy+y6 . The same 
proof as in proposition 22.4 then gives the following: any proper polynomial map / from L(6,5) 
to some ball must satisfy p - 1 1 ( | | / | |2 - 1J in the polynomial ring. Thus the existence of such a 
map is equivalent to the existence of a real polynomial g(x, y) = 1 +... invariant under the action 
of 7 = I
 6 J, such that the product (p - l)g has only nonnegative coefficients. It is not hard 
to show that similar results hold for other lens spaces of the form 2(26,26 - 1 ) . For example, 
when 6 = 2 (a case ruled out by theorem 122) we have p(x, y) = x4 - 2x2y2 + 4xy + y4. It is 
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then a straightforward exercise to see mat no such quotient polynomial q can exist (one of the 
high degree terms in the product must have a negative coefficient) 
There is another curious but noteworthy fact about the lens spaces L(p,p — 1) (where p can 
now be odd). We may represent the quaternions over C 2 as matrices of the form 
with z,w e C. The three-sphere S3 is then the group of unit quaternions, that is, those for which 
|z|2 + |w|2 = 1. (This is also the classical group SU(2).) Now 7 = ( e*
 p. 
\ 0 €p 
generates a finite subgroup F C 5 ' \ Then the lens space L(p,p- 1), a topological quotient of 
the sphere, has an algebraic structure as well; it is the homogeneous space of cosets S*/T. 
: t) 
= 0 ° ) 
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Chapter 3 Combinatorial aspects of this work 
3.1 Symmetric and asymmetric coefficient triangles 
In this section we will look into proper monomial maps from Bi/T to Bff where F is a 
matrix group generated by 71 = I J" J or 72 = f * ^ J. 
The 71-basic invariant map is (z,w) i-» (zp,y/pzp~lw,J(Pl)zp~2w2,...,wpY As in the 
last chapter, we associate to it the real polynomial 
gp(x, y) = xp + p x r l y + ( Q x ^ Y + ... + y" = (x + yf. 
We know that x + y - 1 divides gp(x,y) - 1. In fact we have 
x + y — 1 
= x^
14-(p-l)x"-2y+fp-1)x"-V + ... + yp-1 
+ ^ 2 + (P - 2)xp~\ 4-(p- 2)xt>-4y2 + ... + yp~2 
+ ... + x + y + 1. 
That is, the coefficients of the terms in gp(x, y) came from the p^- row of the the Pascal triangle, 
while the coefficients in the quotient are given by all the previous rows. There is nothing at all 
deep here; it is of some interest to compare to the case where we use the 72—basic invariant maps. 
The first few of these have canonically associated real polynomials 
g3(z,y) = z* + 3xy + y* 
g5(x, y) = xR + 5x3y + 5xy2 + y5 
g7(x, y) = x7 + 7x5y + 14x3y2 + 7xy3 + y7 
g9(x, y) = x9 + 9x7y + 27x 5y2 + 30x V + 9%y* + y*. 
We remind the reader that the coefficients of the above polynomials form the corresponding 
rows of the D'Angelo triangle in [Dl]. By polynomial long division one obtains the following 
quotients: 
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gs(xy)-l
 x2 + (_y + 1)l + (y2 + y + l). 
x + y — 1 
f^f."1 =*4 + (-v +D** + (y2 + 3y +*)*2 
+ (-y3 - 2y2 + 2y + l)x + (y4 + y3 + y2 + y + l). 
g7(l
'
y)
"
1
 =x« + (-y + l)x5 + (y2 + 5y + l)x4 + (-y3 - 4y2 + 4y + l)z3 
x + y — 1 
+ (y4 + 3y3 + 6y2 + 3y + l)x2 + (-y5 - 2y4 - 3y3 + 3y2 + 2y + l)x 
+ (y6 + ys + y4 + y3 + y2 + y + i)-
Finally, 
g9(
^
y)
~
1
 =x* + (-y + l)x7 + (y2 + 7y + l)x« + (-y3 - 6y2 + 6y + l)x5 
x + y — 1 
+ (y4 + 5y3 + 15y2 + oy + l)x4 + ( V - 4y4 - 10y3 + 10y2 + Ay + l)x3 
+ (y" + 3y' + 6y-* + 10y" + 6y* + 3y + l)x" 
+ (-y 7 - 2y* - 3y5 - 4y4 + 4y3 + 3y2 + 2y + l)x 
+ (y8 + y7 + y6 + y5 + y4 + y3 + y2 + y + I) . 
Each of these quotients gives rise to a triangle of coefficients in an obvious manner, we will 
call that triangle Tt. Let 
gt(x,y)-l gt(x,y,-L y - , t _r , 
(x + y - l ) - ^ C ^ I y -
define the coefficients of the quotient That is, we let c[t denote the r— entry in row s of Tt. 
We write out these triangles explicidy. I3 is 
1 
- 1 1 
1 1 1 
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n is 
i 
- i i 
1 3 1 
- 1 - 2 2 1 
1 1 1 1 1 
T7 is 
1 
- 1 1 
1 5 1 
- 1 - 4 4 1 
i 3 6 3 1 
- 1 - 2 - 3 3 2 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
T9 is 
1 
- 1 1 
1 7 1 
- 1 - 6 6 1 
1 5 15 5 1 
- 1 - 4 - 1 0 10 4 1 
1 3 6 10 6 3 1 
- 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 4 3 2 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
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One now asks the obvious: (i) Does the left-vs.-right symmetry (up to sign) persist in subsequent 
"finite triangles"? It does, (ii) As with the Pascal and D'Angelo triangles, can the entries in 
one row of a given triangle be obtained in a straightforward manner from entries above? This 
is almost the case. In fact, both left-right symmetry and almost-recursive (in the sense of 
algorithmic computation) entry calculation follow from: 
3.1.1 Proposition: For r £ ^ in Tt we have the r^- coefficient of row s given by subtracting 
the r^- coefficient from ther-1^- in row a - 1 . That is, c ^ = c*_1>s_! - c^,_i. (We consider 
the zeroth and s— coefficients of row s to be zero.) When s is odd and r = ^ this coefficient is 
obtained as above, but we also add to this difference the s^- entry of row t ofD'Angelo's triangle. 
Proof: For given t we show by long division that this holds for the top row of the triangle 
Tt (that is, the only factor of x ' - 1 in the quotient (y, - l) /(x + y - 1) is 1.) It is simple to 
verify the proposition for the next two rows via long division: in doing so one sees the basic 
induction technique. As this is the only mathematical result I have to show for the summer of 
'89 (when Sarah dropped in, so to speak), I will give the cumbersome details below. 
We assume the result holds for the first 2r + 1 rows. To complete the proof we must 
show it for the next two rows. To this end, we multiply the factor (x + y — 1) by that part of 
the quotient constructed thus far, and in so doing we account for all terms in the dividend 
in x ' . x ' - 1 , . . . ,x '~2 r . We also obtain in this product x ' -2 r-1(y2 r + . . . + l)(y - 1) where 
(y2r + . . . + 1) is the factor of x '"2 r in the quotient (gt - l)/(x + y - 1). As none of the 
terms in this product appears in y,(x, y) — 1 (unless t = 2r + 1 , in which case we are finished), 
we must utilize factors in the quotient to remove them all. Thus our factor in x '~2 r _ 2 in the 
quotient must be -x < - 2 r _ 2 (y 2 r + ... + l)(y - 1). The term in y2 r + 1 has coefficient of - 1 ; the 
one in y° has coefficient of +1 . For 1 < j < 2r the term in y-7 has coefficient equal to the 
coefficient of the yJ fx'_2r -1 term minus that of the yJ _ l x '~ 2 r - 1 term (both found in the previous 
step). Thus the proposition holds for row 2r + 2. 
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The factor -xi~2T~2{y2T + ... + l)(y - 1) gives rise to terms 
-x'-
2r
-
2(y2r + ... + l)(-y + l ) ( y - l ) 
in the expanded product The polynomial y,(x, y) - 1 also has a term 6jiJ.+ixt_2r~2yr+1 where 
6t,r+i is the r+1^-entry of row* of D'Angelo's triangle. (Here we number the entries beginning 
at zero.) We therefore have in our quotient the term 
- x « -
M ( ( y * + ... + l ) ( -y + l)(y - 1) + 6,,r+iy'+1). 
The terms in y2r+2 and y° have coefficients of +1. For 1 < j < 2r + 1 and j £ r + 1 the 
coefficient of the term in yJ is seen to be the difference of the coefficients in yJ and yJ_1 from 
the row computed in the step just above, as required by the proposition. The term in y r+1 has 
coefficient given by adding 6,,r+i to this difference, also as prescribed by the proposition. 
This shows that the proposition holds for row 2r + 3 as welL This completes the inductive 
proof of the proposition.• 
3.2 A depiction of monomial maps from the 2-ball 
Throughout this section, unless otherwise indicated, a "map" is assumed to be a proper 
monomial map from the two-ball to some other ball in complex Euclidean space. We will give a 
precise meaning to the word "depiction". The word "representation" would probably read better, 
but it has been used in a much different context already in this thesis. 
As previously described, D'Angelo's factorization theorem for proper polynomial maps 
between balls that take zero to zero begins by showing that such a map, say of degree m, 
can be converted to a homogeneous map between balls, also of degree m, by tensoring on 
certain subspaces with the identity map. As these are essentially unique ([Dl], [R2]) a linear 
operation will convert this to the monomial map^ J(a a an )z° \ where a ranges over all 
multi-indices of length m. Thus the original map may be obtained from this homogeneous map 
by reversing these operations. 
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When the domain is Bi and we are working with monomial maps this result can be portrayed 
as follows. We begin with row m of the Pascal triangle. A pair of neighboring monomials in 
the proper homogeneous map from Bi to Bm+i, say caj,zawh and ca_ij+iza_1u;6+1, (where 
a + 6 = m) are depicted by the elements |c,,&| = (%) and |c„_i,&+i| = ( ^ ) in that row 
of the triangle. We may untensor to form a new monomial map between balls by replacing 
6(zau>6 + za-lwb+1) with kza~lwb where 6 < min(ca<b,ca-i,b+i)- This is depicted by placing 
62 diagonally beneath the binomial coefficient values, as in the picture below. 
<*»> - (7) ( J j -
In summary, this depicts a new map, no longer homogeneous, whose zawb coefficient is 
V |ca,&|2 - &2, whose za-1«;*+1 coefficient is y | ca -U+i | 2 - fc2i and with a new monomial 
6z a - 1ur. We depict further untensoring in this same manner, always operating on neighboring 
pairs of norm-squares of coefficients of cur monomial map. Our requirement is that two 
"children" diagonally below a coefficient never sum to more than their common parent. 
322 Example: We can depict the monomial map 
(z,w) ,-» (z3,\/3zu;,u>3), 
obtained from a homogeneous map by untensoring, as follows. We start with the third row of 
the Pascal triangle, 
1 3 3 1 
which depicts the degree three homogeneous map 
(z,w) , - , (z3, v/3z2u>, \/3zu>2, u;3Y 
We then untensor the two middle terms entirely. This is depicted by the picture 
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323 Example: We similarly obtain the map 
(z, w) ,-» (z5, \/5z3u), VEzw2, u>5) 
from the homogeneous map 
(z, w) i-+ (z5, V^z4^, \/lOz3w2, x / lOzV, VEzw4, to5) 
by untensoring. This is depicted as 
1 5 10 10 5 1 
5 5 5 
5 
32.4 Example: The map 
(z,w) ,-» (z7,-v/7z5u;,\/l4z3u72,\/7zu»3,u>7) 
is obtained from the degree seven homogeneous map via the following depiction: 
1 7 21 35 35 21 7 1 
7 14 21 14 7 
14 7 7 
7 
In general, we can depict the D'Angelo basic proper monomial map from i?2/r to BM where 
T is generated by 7 = (
 2 J with e a primitive (2M - 3)— root of one. We begin with row 
p = 2M — 3 of the Pascal triangle and convert to a new map, as depicted in the picture below. 
1
 * Q © «• ' 
p
 (D -p- p 
We leave the entries corresponding to the (7—basic invariant) monomials zp and wp (the l's at 
the two ends of the top row) alone, and remove all else via untensoring from the top row. By this 
I mean that we completely untensor all monomials that correspond to the non-end slots in the 
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top row of the map depiction written above. (Ignore for the moment the question of whether this 
complete removal of all else will work out numerically. It did in the previous three examples.) 
Now note that the leftmost value in the newly formed row, p, is in the slot that corresponds to the 
7-basic invariant monomial zp~2w. We will leave it alone and proceed to untensor completely 
the remaining terms in that row. (Again, assume this can be done.) We obtain a third row in 
so doing. Leftmost is the value (2) - p and it is in the slot that corresponds to the 7-basic 
invariant monomial zp~4w2. We leave it alone, untensor the rest of the row, and continue this 
process....The fact that each of these rows can indeed be completely untcnsored, upon leaving in 
entirety the leftmost element is not at all trivial. Indeed, one must know D'Angelo's theorem 
that a 7—basic invariant proper monomial map from Bi to some BN actually exists. That we 
must leave the leftmost entry in each new row in entirety then follows from the fact that no 
"descendant" of a 7-basic invariant monomial is also 7—invariant. 
325 Example: The procedure described above gives a technique for generating any map 
in D'Angelo's family of invariant maps. For instance, to find the degree eleven map invariant 
/ C 2 T I / 1 1 o \ 
under the matrix group generated by 7 = I 4xi/n ) w e take row eleven of the Pascal 
triangle and apply the steps as above to obtain the map depiction 
1 11 55 165 330 462 462 330 165 55 11 1 
11 44 121 209 253 209 121 44 11 
44 77 132 121 68 33 11 
77 55 66 22 11 
55 11 11 
11 
The 7—basic invariant proper monomial map from Bi is thus 
(z,w) 1— (zl\\ZUz9w,\^z7w2,y/flznw^1\/55z^w4,\/nzwh1wny 
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This mode of depicting monomial maps obtained via untensoring from homogeneous mono-
mial maps has several nice applications. One, as just indicated, is a technique of generating 
m e
 ( n 2 ) -basic invariant maps. As another, we outline a second proof of the polynomial 
case of theorem 122. 
32.6 Theorem: Suppose F is generated by 7 = f J* , J with p and q relatively prime, and 
0 < vi(q - 1) < z/2(p). Then there is no proper polynomial map from Bi/T to any BN-
First we require 
32.7 Lemma: The conditions on p and q imply that ifzawb and za+rwb~r are T-invariant 
monomials, then r is divisible by 2 (i.e. the invariant monomials are evenly spaced). 
Proof: Invariance of these monomials implies that a + qb = sp and (a + r) + g(6 — r) = ip 
for some integers s,t. Thus 
p j (a + r) + q(b - r) - (u + qb) = r ( l - q). 
As p is divisible by a larger power of 2 than g - 1 we see that 2 | r.B 
Proof of 32.6: Suppose / is such a map. As in 2.1.1 we may form the monomialization of 
/ . We remove the constant term, if any, and rescale, as in the remarks at the end of section 22. 
We are left with a proper monomial map from Bi to some ball, and it is also F—invariant since 
T is a diagonal matrix group. Thus we may assume that / is a proper monomial map, say of 
degree m, that takes zero to zero. Hence we may start with the m— row of the Pascal triangle 
and depict untensoring of the corresponding homogeneous map, as described above. As / is 
F—invariant we must completely eliminate any entry in the depiction that does not correspond 
to an invariant monomial. (That is, the two "children" of such an entry must sum exactly to that 
entry.) Subsequent entries in lower rows that arise must similarly be eliminated if they do not 
correspond to invariant monomials, but this fact we do not need; we will show that we cannot 
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even eliminate all noninvariant monomial entries from the top row unless we eliminate the entire 
row, contradicting our assumption that the degree of / is m. 
We suppose, then, that there is a leftmost entry in the top m^- row that is not entirely 
removed. Say it corresponds to the invariant monomial zm~kwk. As in lemma 32.7 above, 
we assume the invariant monomials are spaced r apart for some even integer r. We have then 
removed exacdy (^Ti1) from the left side of this value, and a < ( T *) rrom the right We must 
then completely remove the next r - 1 entries. We have the (partial) depiction shown below 
(T-i1) * G+i)- - [G+r-O-H-
Now a < (mJ^1) implies that ( ^ _ i ) - ( t ^ _ 2 ) +... - a > (k™7-\)- T h u s w e rcmove stricdy 
more from the left side of the next invariant-monomial slot than if we were entirely removing 
the top row, and therefore we must remove strictly less from the right side of this entry. This 
is easily seen to be true at all subsequent entries corresponding to invariant monomials, by the 
even spacing of these entries. It is in fact clear that we are removing more (than if entirely 
untensoring the homogeneous map) from every subsequent entry located an odd distance from 
the 6— entry in the top row, and less from those an even distance away. 
To summarize the above discussion, for any positive integer s we see that the "child" of 
the M^— row pair of entries ( 4 + £_i ) and (t+2,) is stricdy greater than ( j t+^ i i ) , whereas the 
child of the next pair, (%^) and ( f c +£+ 1) , is stricdy less than ( tV^Y If the final entry in 
this row is located an even distance from an entry corresponding to an invariant slot we are 
forced to remove strictly more than one in untensoring with its neighbor to the left; this violates 
the condition of leaving nonnegative coefficients for our depiction (recall that these coefficients 
stand for norm-squares of monomial map coefficients). If it is located an odd distance from an 
invariant slot then we are forced to remove stricdy less than one from its neighbor to the left and, 
since it has no neighbor to the right we obtain a monomial map that has a nonzero coefficient for 
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the monomial corresponding to this entry. But the invariant slots are evenly spaced, hence this 
slot does not correspond to an invariant monomial. In either case we obtain a contradiction.* 
3.3 Depicting monomial maps from the 3-ball 
We will return to maps from the two-ball presently. First we discuss applications similar to 
those of the previous section, applied to maps from the three-ball. 
The trinomial coefficients can be constructed as a pyramid, just as the binomial coefficients 
are formed in the Pascal triangle. Thus the D'Angelo factorization theorem for proper polynomial 
maps between balls, applied to monomial maps from S3 that are of degree m and take zero to 
zero, implies that these can be depicted in a manner similar to that for maps from Bi. Specifically, 
we now start out with the m— level of the pyramid of trinomial coefficients; it is a triangle with 
m + 1 entries on each side. Orient this triangle of values so that there is a horizontal edge on 
the bottom. The topmost entry will correspond to the monomial z™. From this entry, or any 
other not on the bottom row, we may descend either to the left of the right to an adjacent entry. 
To obtain the monomial that corresponds to the new position we decrement the exponent of z\ 
and increment that of Z2 (respectively Z3) when we descend to the left (respectively right). Thus 
the entry at the bottom left vertex corresponds to the monomial Z™, while that at the bottom 
right is for zf. 
We depict untensoring of a triple of neighboring slots by creating a new triangle of entries, 
corresponding to monomials of degree m — 1, at the next level, and proceeding further down. 
As with the depictions of maps from the two-ball, our one requirement is that the sum of the 
immediate children of a given entry (there will be one, two, or three depending on whether 
that slot was on a vertex, interior of an edge, or interior of a triangle) in a given level of the 
depiction not sum to more than that parent 
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We will investigate (the existence of) maps invariant under the action of particular matrix 
groups. Specifically, let F be generated by 
fe7 0 0 
7 = 0 e2, 0 
\o o 4, 
33.1 Example (Chiappari): We construct a proper monomial map from Bz/T to Bn. 
This is also carried out in [C]. We will use the technique above of depicting such maps to 
give a different derivation. If such a map were 7—basic, we would construct a depiction by 
starting with level 7 of the trinomial coefficient pyramid. We would then completely remove 
all entries (that is, each would equal the sum of its children) that correspond to non-basis 
invariant monomials; these would be at least equal to the sum of their children. Thus we would 
have a depiction of a monomial map, and all non-basis invariant monomials would have zero 
coefficients. When we attempt to construct this depiction we find that (i) we never have any 
choice in so doing if we arc to entirely untensor entries corresponding to noninvariant monomials, 
and (ii) we will be required to not completely untensor some entries corresponding to invariant 
non-basis monomials. 
On to the construction. We start with level 7 of the pyramid, as below. 
1 
7 7 
21 42 21 
35 105 105 35 
35 140 210 140 35 
21 105 210 210 105 21 
7 42 105 140 105 42 7 
1 7 21 35 35 21 7 1 
We depict untensoring by a new level of entries that correspond to monomials of degree 6. 
Mentally (so as not to clutter the actual diagrams) we think of each entry in this new lower 
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degree level as lying inside that upward pointing triangle of three entries which gives the parents 
of the lower degree entry. The slot that corresponds to the monomial z\z\z\, for example, has 
three parent slots; they correspond to the monomials z\z\z\, z\z\z\, and z\z\z\. In untensoring 
the top level of degree 7 we note that the three vertex entries must be left alone; if partly 
untensored they will spawn descendents of the form zk for some 6 < 7 and none of these are 
invariant As we proceed inwards we find that we have no choice of what values to put in level 
6; the constraint of completely untensoring every noninvariant monomial of degree 7 forces 
every value in the depiction. Specifically, at level 6 we have the triangle of values 
0 
7 7 
14 28 14 
nt e t KG 0 1 
£L m > %j\t £*L 
14 56 91 63 14 
7 28 83 56 28 7 
0 7 14 21 14 7 0 
Note that although it is not symmetric from left to right this triangle is preserved under 
rotation by 2 - /3 . Given the relations between pairs of diagonal entries in 7 this Ls not a surprise. 
The invariant monomials of degree 7 are {z\, z\, z\, z\z\z^ z\z\z\, z4z2Z2}. The entries in level 
7 that correspond to the last three in this set are all 105. The coefficient of each of these three 
monomials in the map under construction is thus seen to be \ / l05 — (28 +14 + 56) = v/7-
We now untensor all noninvariant degree 6 monomials created in the previous step, to form 
the level 5 triangle. As before, this necessity forces each value at this level upon us. We obtain 
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the triangle 
7 
0 7 
14 21 7 
7 28 28 14 
7 21 28 21 0 
0 0 14 7 7 0 
(Again note the rotational symmetry.) The invariant monomials of degree 6 are 
{z!{z2,z%zz,ziz%,zlz2,zl}. In the triangle depicting the degree 6 monomials, the entries that 
correspond to each of the first three of these invariant monomials are all 7. As is seen from 
level 5, we do not untensor these monomials at all. Thus the coefficients for each of these 
monomials in the map under construction is y/f. For the last, we see that it has coefficient 
v/91 - (28 + 28 + 28) = 77 as well. 
We untensor again to kill off all noninvariant degree 5 monomials, and so form the triangle 
at level 4. Again, this forces the values of all entries. We obtain 
0 
0 7 
0 14 0 
7 14 14 0 
0 0 0 7 0 
The invariant monomials of degree 5 are {z\z\, z\z\, z\z§). Looking at the entries in level 4 
that correspond to the children of these, we find that they are not at all untensored; hence the 
coefficient of each of these monomials in the map under construction is y/\A. 
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We untensor noninvariant monomials of degree 4 to obtain the level 3 triangle: 
0 
0 0 
0 14 0 
0 0 0 0 
The invariant monomials of degree 4 are {z3z3,ziz2,z2z3}. Checking the entries in levels 4 
and 3 of our depiction shows that these monomials each have coefficients of >/7. Finally, we 
see that we cannot untensor at all in level three. As the single nonzero value therein, 14, is in 
the entry corresponding to the invariant monomial ziz2z3, that monomial has coefficient \ / l4 . 
We are done at last Our 7-invariant proper monomial map from £3 to Bn is 
(*l, 22, %3) ' - ( 4 , 4 4 , \/7z24z3, \ /7zizM, \/7"z4z2Z3% %/7VJz2, y/lz\zz, y/lzxz\, 
y/lz\z\z\, \ZUzfzl \ / l4zH, V ^ M , V^fca, Jlz\z\, \fiziz\, S/XAZ\ZIZI). 
332 Example: For another application of this technique of depicting maps from the three-
ball, we let 
Ao 0 0 \ 
7 = 0 4 0 
\o 0 4 / 
In 1.4.10 we proved that there is no proper rational map from £3 to any BN invariant under 
the action of 7. Hence there is no such monomial map taking zero to zero. The combinatorial 
interpretation is as follows: we cannot start at any level of the trinomial pyramid and "undo" it 
(that is, depict monomial map untensoring, as above) in such a way as to leave zero in all entries 
corresponding to non-7—invariant monomials, and nonnegative values in the invariant monomial 
slots. That is, we cannot begin with a given level of the pyramid of trinomial coefficients and 
form new levels such that the children of any entry corresponding to a noninvariant monomial 
sum exacdy to that entry, while the children of an entry corresponding to an invariant monomial 
sum to no more than that entry, unless we kill off all invariant as well as noninvariant monomial 
entries. 
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In contrast to the combinatorial proof of theorem 32.6, this fact seems to require the results 
of chapter one. This is because there is no "even spacing" of invariant monomials in this case, 
and hence we have no obvious parity argument I believe that a direct proof of this perhaps 
bizarre and not very useful combinatorial result would be nontrivial. (Possibly a modulo 3 
arithmetic approach would work.) 
3.4 More monomial maps from the 2-ball 
We return to the depiction of maps from 2?2 for a final application. In [Dl] it is suggested 
that the proper monomial map from B2 to BN that is of maximal degree (for fixed A*) is precisely 
the one that is invariant under the action of the matrix group generated by 7 = (
 2 J, with 
e a primitive (2AT - 3)— root of one. This map is of degree 2N - 3. The first few of these 
were suggested at the end of [CS1] to maximize degree. 
We do not know the validity of this assertion except when N < 4. In the case where N — 5 
it is known that there are (modulo the usual equivalence via norm-squares of coefficients) exactly 
three inequivalent monomial maps of degree 7. It is believed that there are no monomial maps 
of higher degree in this case. One of the degree 7 maps is the one from the D'Angelo family, 
(z, w) ,-» (z7, v/7z5u>, v / l i z V , \/7zu>3, w7). 
The other two are given below. One can verify by computer that there are more than 100 
inequivalent maps and families of inequivalent maps indexed by one or more real parameters, 
from Bi to Br,. Seventeen of these maps/parametrized map families actually go to a proper linear 
subspace, that is, map properly to a ball of lower dimension. 
3.4.1 Example: We find one of the degree 7 monomial maps from B2 to Br,. Our depiction 
will begin with row 7 of the Pascal triangle. We leave the ends alone and completely untensor 
the rest of the monomials corresponding to entries in that row, as pictured below. 
1 7 21 35 35 21 7 1 
0 7 14 21 14 7 0 
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We now completely untensor the end monomials, and continue to do so as we work toward the 
middle (which we will not completely untensor). We obtain 
7 14 21 14 7 
7 7 7 7 
Again we will untensor each end in entirety and work towards the middle, to obtain 
7 7 7 7 
7 0 7 
We can untensor no more. We have a depiction of the map 
(z, w) i— (z7, \ / 7 W , \ / 7 z V \/7zw3, u,7). 
3.42 Example: We give the depiction of the third map of degree 7 from Bi to £s . 
1 7 21 35 35 21 7 1 
0 7 14 21 14 7 0 
7 21 21 7 
2 2 2 2 
I ' I 
7 7 
2 2 
7 
2 
This depicts the map 
(z,w) t-» (z7, s/TJ2z*w, T/TJZZXV, \Z7/2zu,\u,7). 
5.4 J Example: We depict a map from Bi to B? that has degree 11 and is inequivalent to 
the D'Angelo map. The strategy we employ to find it is the same as that used in 3.4.1; we 
leave the ends of row 11 alone, and untensor everything else in that row. In subsequent rows 
we untensor the monomials corresponding to each end slot entirely, and work toward the middle 
by alternately doing a slot on the left and then one on the right We find that eventually the 
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depiction becomes asymmetric in left vs. right sides. We obtain the following: 
1 11 55 165 330 462 462 330 165 55 11 1 
11 44 121 209 253 209 121 44 11 
11 33 88 121 121 88 33 11 
11 22 66 55 66 22 11 
11 11 55 0 11 11 
11 0 0 0 11 
This depicts the map 
(z,w) i ^ ( z " \ / l l z ^ \ v i l z ^ , VllzwS, V55z4w3, VSSzV, w " ) . 
It is not clear whether there are other examples of monomial maps with the same degree 
as the D'Angelo family of maps. The technique used to find examples 3.4.1 and 3.43 seems 
to break down in higher degrees. 
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Chapter 4 Related topics and results 
4.1 Introduction 
In this chapter we investigate the consequences of relaxing various hypotheses throughout the 
preceding chapters. Specifically, we have worked with maps between balls that are (i) proper, (ii) 
holomorphic, (iii) smooth to the boundary, and (iv) invariant under the action of unitary matrix 
groups that are finite. Simple examples show where the theory changes or breaks down when 
hypothesis (i) or (iv) is removed. Hypothesis (ii) is of interest for the additional reason that lens 
space homeomorphisms are all linear but not necessarily holomorphic; thus there is a tie-in with 
the invariant maps from lens spaces described in chapter one. We devote a separate section to 
this hypothesis. Hypothesis (iii) requires nontrivial results and also warrants a separate section. 
4.1.1 Proposition: Suppose that T is an infinite subgroup of the unitary group U(n). Then 
there is no T—invariant proper holomorphic map from Bn to another ball. 
Proof: Suppose / is such a map. For some z in the domain the set (F(z)} is infinite. On 
the other hand, the analytic variety W — f~x(z) = {w : f(w) = /(z)} must be compact since 
/ is assumed to be proper. Hence W, a compact variety in a complex Euclidean space, must be 
a finite set. (This is theorem 14.3.1 of [Ru3].) This contradicts the fact that (F(z)} c WM 
Another proof, that does not rely on the theory of several complex variables, is the following. 
We may assume that F is a closed subgroup, as by continuity / will be F—invariant (where the 
overbar is our notation for closure). 
Since we work with a closed group F, that group has some one-parameter subgroup. With 
respect to some basis this subgroup is diagonal, and of the form 
/c«w ' O . . . 0 \ 
0 
(4.1.2) 7 = ' 
V 0 e*a"J 
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For some 0 < r < 1, let W = rBn n {(z,0,. . . , 0 ) : z € C} and let g be the restriction 
of / to W. By F-invariance of / , g(eiez) = g(z) for all z 6 dW. So g is constant on the 
boundary circle dW, and hence also on W by the maximum principle. Thus / ( 0 , . . . , 0) = g(0) 
lies in the boundary of the target ball, so again by the maximum principle / is a constant map, 
and thus not proper.! 
In the case of holomorphic maps between balls that are not required to be proper, we obtain 
the following simple result 
4.13 Proposition: Let V be a finite subgroup of U(n). Then there is a (nonproper) 
T-invariant polynomial map from Bn to some other ball. 
Proof: Let {gi , . . . , g,} be a basis for the algebra of F-invariant polynomials. An important 
point is that such a finite basis exists for some s > n. This is shown in [Fl]. (This result, and 
one of the proofs in the reference cited, is due to Hilbcrt.) Each qj is entire and hence bounded 
on the unit ball. Let 
M = maxj Y l%(4l2 : * € dBn 
Then g(z) = ^(gi(z), . . . ,g,(z)) is such a map. 
We remark that this simple technique will reappear in section 43 when we prove some 
powerful embedding theorems via proper maps. Needed are more group-invariant functions on 
the ball that augment the components of g, in such a way that the sum of norm squares of all 
components goes to one as we go to the boundary sphere. The L0w construction will provide this. 
4.2 Invariant nonholomorphic proper maps between balls 
We begin by describing lens space homeomorphisms. This will relate the topic of nonholo-
morphic proper maps between balls in a natural way to the material of chapter one. 
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As mentioned earlier, the lens spaces L(p, g) and £(p, s) are homeomorphic if and only if 
g = ( i s ) * 1 modulo p. The actual homeomorphisms are quite simple; indeed, they are R-linear 
maps. We treat the four cases separately below. 
Case (i): g = s modulo p. Then the lens spaces are in fact the same. 
Case (ii): q = —s modulo p. Then our homeomorphism is the conjugation of one coordinate. 
That is, we use the map (z,w) i-» (z,w). 
Case (iii): q = s~l modulo p. Then the homeomorphism exchanges coordinates: (z,u>) i-+ 
(w,z). 
Case (iv): g = ( - a ) - 1 modulo p. Then we use the map (z,w) i-» (w, z). 
42.1 Example: Let Fi be generated by 7 = ( 4 j . The basic monomial map from 
B 2 / r i to B5 is 
(z,w) ,-* {z40z%w^z2w2.2zw%.w4\ 
Now 3 = - 1 modulo 4. Let F2 be generated by f ^ - ) = ( fJ -0' T h e n 
(z,w) i-» (z4,2z3w, V6z2*F2,2ZW3, w4) 
is a nonholomorphic monomial proper map from .B2/F2 to B5. 
When lens spaces are holomorphically equivalent we do not obtain any new information 
about existence of proper invariant maps to balls. Specifically, if g = s~l modulo p then the 
pair (p, g) satisfies the hypotheses of theorem 122 if and only if (p, s) does so. 
We now give a few examples to highlight some of the differences between nonholomorphic 
and holomorphic proper maps between balls. As before, we are primarily interested in those 
maps that are invariant under the action of some unitary group. We will see that virtually every 
important result established for such holomorphic maps can be violated by nonholomorphic ones. 
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First we can no longer assert that a map that is smooth to the boundary is rational. Also, 
if / is a real analytic rational map proper map between balls that takes zero to zero, the degree 
of the numerator need not be stricdy larger than that of the denominator. 
422 Example: If / is any proper holomorphic map between balls, then gi = 2f
 a and 
g2 = 2('..i are nonholomorphic proper maps between the same balls, and have the same unitary 
group-invariance properties, as / . Thus, for instance, the map z i-+ 2z ; has denominator of 
degree larger than numerator. 
Second, we no longer can say that the group must be fixed-point-free, or even finite, in the 
case where the map is smooth to the boundary. It need not have full rank on the boundary (see 
proof of proposition 4.3.1 below). In fact it can even lower dimension from domain to target. 
42.3 Example: /(z) = \\z\\2 takes Bn properly to B\. This map is invariant under the 
action of the entire unitary group U(n). 
We have illustrated by way of very simple examples some of the greater diversity exhibited 
by nonholomorphic proper polynomial maps between balls. We have also shown how lens space 
homeomorphisms can give rise to (nonholomorphic) invariant proper monomial maps between 
balls, even in cases when it is known that no smooth holomorphic such maps can exist as in 
the first example. We now give a nonexistence result, similar to theorem 122. 
42.4 Proposition: Suppose f is a possibly nonholomorphic proper monomial map from Bi 
to some BN and f it is invariant under the action of a unitary group containing 7 = [ *
 q \ . 
Then p and q cannot both be even. 
Outline of proof: One proves this in a manner similar to the proof of 122. We form 
the real polynomial with positive coefficients p = | | / | |2 that is identically 1 on the hyperplane 
x + y = 1. We look at the high degree term in p(x, 1 - x) = 1 and employ a parity argument 
to show that it cannot be zero.B 
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4.3 Invariance under finite groups with fixed points 
In this section we investigate proper holomorphic maps between balls that are invariant under 
the action of arbitrary finite unitary groups. In particular, these groups need not be fixed-point-
free, in which case the following classical result directs us to maps that are not C1-smooth to 
the boundary. (Thus we must remove hypothesis (iii) as given in section 4.1.) 
43.1 Proposition: Suppose F C U(n) is a finite unitary group that acts with fixed points. 
That is, there is some 7 e T, 7 ^ 1, and some z G C n , z ^ 0 /or which 7(z) = z. Suppose f is 
a proper holomorphic map from Bn to some BN- Then f is not C]-smooth to the boundary. 
Proof: Strong pseudoconvexity of Bn and BN implies that if / is L^-smooth to the 
boundary then it must have full rank everywhere thereon ([Ru3, 15.3.8] or [CS2, lemma 1]). On 
the other hand, if / ( 7 W ) = /(z) , then / is not locally one-to-one on some proper subspace 
containing the complex line spanned by z. This is so because 7 by assumption does not fix all 
of C"; call the subspace it fixes 5. Then as it acts linearly it will map any point close to but 
not on S to a different point nearby. Hence, as / is not locally one-to-one on S, it fails to have 
full rank there by the rank theorem of multi-variable calculus. As this subspace intersects the 
boundary sphere, we have a contradiction to the map / having full rank on the boundary. • 
One may now ask whether for an arbitrary finite unitary group T cU(n), there is a proper 
holomorphic map from Bn/T to some BN, possibly not Cl—smooth to the boundary. If F 
is fixed-point-free, then Forstneric [Fol] showed that such a map must exist He obtained it 
as follows. Take {gi,. . . ,g,} to be a basis for the algebra of F—invariant polynomials (it 
is finite by the Hilbert result mentioned in the proof of proposition 4.13). Then the map 
g(z) = (gi(z),.. . ,g,(z)) maps C / F to a subvariety V = g ( C ) c C*. As F is fixed-point-
free, g is nonsingular away from the origin. Hence the image of the ball, V\ = g(Bn), is strongly 
pseudoconvex with nonsingular real analytic boundary in V. That this now implies V\ imbeds 
into some complex ball is a deep result in [Fo4]. Again we remark that, by theorems in [Fol] 
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and in chapter one of this thesis, for most fixed-point-free finite unitary groups such an invariant 
map cannot be C°°-smooth to the boundary. 
Another approach to this topic, that works for arbitrary finite unitary groups, is through the 
embedding theorems of L0w. I thank Franc Forstneric for suggesting this line of attack. In the 
remainder of this discussion, F is an arbitrary finite unitary group. 
The following theorem and its proof are found in [L0]. 
432 Theorem (L#w): Suppose ft is a relatively compact strongly pseudoconvex domain in 
C with C2-smooth boundary. For m sufficiently large (how large depends only on n), suppose 
<t> is a positive real valued continuous junction on the boundary dfi, and f : dQ -* Cm is 
continuous with | | / (z) | | < 4>{z) at all points. Then there exists a continuous function on the 
closed domain g : U -> C m , holomorphic in £2, such that | | /(z) + g(z)|| = <f>(z) for all z 6 dQ. 
433 Proposition: Suppose SI is the ball Bn, and f and <f> are T-invariant. Then we may 
take g to be T-invariant as well. 
We will outline a proof of this proposition later. First we use it to obtain the main result 
of this section. 
43.4 Theorem: Suppose F c U(n) is a finite unitary group. Then there exists a proper 
holomorphic map from B„/T to some BN-
Proof: Let {gi , . . . , g,} be a basis for the algebra of F-invariant polynomials. Define the 
map q\z) = (gi(z),. . . ,g*(z)) and let M = 2max{||g(z)||: z e S 2 "" 1 }. We now let g = jjq. 
By construction we have |g| < 1 on 2?n. We take f(z) = 0 and <f>(z) = yj 1 - ||g(z)||2, for 
z in the boundary sphere dBn — S2 n _ 1 . By 433 there is a continuous F—invariant function 
g :B~n -* Cm, holomorphic on the open ball, such that ||g||2 = 1 - ||g||2 on the boundary 
sphere. We now form the map z i—»(g(z),g(z)). As the component polynomials in g comprise 
a basis for the algebra of F-invariant polynomials, we claim that g(z) = q(w) if and only if 
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z = y(w) for some 7 e T. (We will prove this in lemma 4.3.9.) Thus this map is an embedding 
of Bn/T into Ba+mM 
In light of the preceding results, this theorem is naturally of considerable interest in its own 
right In addition, it allows us to derive examples with unusual properties, as below. 
435 Example: Let F be the reflection 2-group generated by 7 = ( J. A basis of 
the F-invariant polynomial algebra is {z2,w}. Let q(z,w) = \{z2,w). Then q is F—invariant 
and maps Bi to the nonsmooth domain Q = (((1,(2): ICil + IC2I2 < 2}- By the proof of 
43.4, there exists an embedding / of ft, a domain with non-C2-smooth boundary, as a closed 
complex submanifold of some BN- Specifically, there is a F-invariant function g : Bn -> Cm , 
holomorphic on the open ball, such that ||y|| = 1 - ||g|| on the boundary sphere. As g is 
invariant, it is a function of the (rescaled) invariant basis polynomials (1 = %- and (2 = y. The 
embedding of ft is then (Ci,s2) i-» «i»s2,s(Ci,C2)). 
43.6 Example: Take F and / as in 435. Then / is indeed a F—invariant proper map from 
Bi to BN and it is continuous on the closed ball. We write 
(4.3.7) f(z,w) = Yc*>fizOw0 
where the coefficients are vectors in C'v . Now we define g : Bi 1-+ /2(C) a monomial map 
where for each pair (a,/3) in (43.7) our new map g has an entry ||c<,,p||z*uA This is simply 
the monomialization technique in [Dl]; it is shown there that such g takes Bi properly to the 
f a 2 \ 
open unit ball i (u»i,u>2,.. ) : 2J \wi\ < 1 ( m '2(C). Since g is F-invariant (and hence a 
function of the basis monomials) we have rank (y) = 1 < 2 on the hyperplane z = 0 (where g 
is locally two-to-one). We thus obtain an example of a smooth proper holomorphic map between 
balls that does not have full rank at every point on the boundary, in the case where the range 
ball is infinite dimensional. 
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Note that as / is not even smooth on Bi, it cannot extend to any neighborhood thereof. Thus 
| \Y,caJzawl}\\2 is divergent outside the closed ball, and hence | |y | |2= £ ||cai/9||2|zau>^|2also 
diverges there. Our monomial map g therefore does not converge in any neighborhood of the 
boundary sphere. Other examples of monomial maps that converge only on the unit ball may 
be found in [CS3]. They are simple to construct 
Outline of proof of proposition 433: A proof involves carefully checking the proof of 
theorem 432 given in [L0] and noting that the construction of g may be averaged over the 
group T. We sketch the details below and in the next section. 
Low uses a technical lemma that is the workhorse of the proof of theorem 432. The 
statement alone is a mouthful. 
4 3.8 Lemma (Lpw): There exist positive constants 6Q, C, D such that iff : S 2 " - 1 — C2N is 
continuous. 6 a positive real function on S 2 a _ 1 with b<j>(z) < |i/(z)j| < <j>(z) for some b < 1 and 
all z e S2 n _ 1 . 0 < e < So, e<(l- 6)3/4, then there exists an entire function g : Cn ->C2iV 
such that for all z e S 2 " - 1 we have 
(i) 11/(4 + 5(411 < ( l + Ce(l - 6)')#z) 
(ii) \\Kz) + g(z)\\> (i + M l - i ) ) ^ ) 
(iii) | |y(z)| |<C(l-6): . 
To get a group-invariant function g we must add to this lemma: (iv) We can take g to be group-
invariant when f and <j> are. 
In the original statement in [L0], g can even be made arbitrarily small on any given compact 
subset of the ball. We do not need this. 
As it is a bit lengthy and computational, we sketch the proof of this lemma in a separate 
section. 
Finally, L0w's proof of 432 is an iterative construction that uses 43.8; it can now be carried 
out with this group-invariant version. (A uniform convergence on compact subset argument is 
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used to prove that the sum of the iterations is a holomorphic map with the desired properties). 
We thus obtain a F—invariant function g for 432 and this finishes 433M 
We now prove a result used in the proof of lemma 43.4. 
43.9 Lemma: Suppose V is a finite unitary group, and {gi, . . . , g3} is a basis for the algebra of 
r-invariant polynomials in C[z / , . . . , z„]. Let q = (gi , . . . ,g a) . Then q is precisely T-invariant. 
That is, q(z) = q(w) if and only if z = 7(14) for some 7 € F. 
Proof: This result is proven by Rudin in [Ru2]. We reproduce his elegant proof below. It is 
clear that z = 7(11;) implies g(z) = q(w). We now want to show the converse: that two points 
are identified by the invariant basis only when they are the same F-orbit Suppose that z is not 
in the F-orbit of w. There is a polynomial g in n variables such that g(z) = 0 but g(f(w)) = 1 
for all 7 € T. Now let / = FJ g o 7. By construction / is a F-invariant polynomial; hence 
/ = h o g for some polynomial h. Also f(z) = 0 while f(w) = 1. Thus g(z) ^ q(w)M 
We make several remarks about the results in this section. 
(i) We may take m = n + 1 in the results of L0w, under the assumption that our domain 
has C°° -smooth boundary, and hence in all the applications of this section. This comes from 
refinements on the work in [L0] due to several authors. A good reference for this is section 
4 of the survey article [Fo3]. 
(ii) These theorems all yield maps that are continuous (though typically no smoother) to the 
boundary of the domain. Using techniques presented, for example, in [CS3] and section 4 of 
[Fo3], one can obtain maps that are not continuous to the boundary. These techniques raise the 
codimension by at least n. 
(iii) When we create a map invariant under the action of a unitary group acting with fixed 
points, then on some subspace that map has a derivative that vanishes in directions orthogonal to 
that subspace. This persists arbitrarily close to the boundary sphere. This is in marked contrast 
to lemma 1 in [CS2], where it is shown that a proper holomorphic map between balls that is 
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C1—smooth to the boundary has, at any boundary point directional derivatives of magnitude at 
least 1 in all directions orthogonal to the linear subspace containing that boundary point. 
(iv) In light of the result of section 4.1, we see that the group averaging technique above 
must fail to produce a F—invariant proper holomorphic map in the case where F is infinite. 
We indicate what goes astray. We may assume that we have a closed unitary subgroup, since 
otherwise there is no finite Haar measure with which to perform the averaging. Thus we may 
assume that F has a one parameter subgroup with a generator of the form in 4.12. 
In general, attempting to average any construction over a compact infinite group F will 
involve integrating some function of 7(z) over 7 € T, and this will not yield a holomorphic 
function in all variables (z i , . . . z«), as seen in the second proof of proposition 4.1.1. 
4.4 Proof of the group-averaged L0w lemma 
The proof below is essentially that found in [L0]. We will follow exactiy the notation therein. 
We do a slighdy more general version, and also average our construction over a group. 
We define a metric 6(z, w) = U ^ L When z,w € S 2"- 1 we have 1 - Re(z, w) = 62(z, w). 
Thus |exp(l - (z,w))\ = exp(-62(z,w)) in that case. Also, for z € S 2 n _ 1 we define 
B(z,r) = {w e S 2 n _ 1 : 6(z,w) < r}. We will call this the ball of radius r centered at z; 
the notation and/or context will make clear that we are using the rescaling rather than the 
customary metric. 
L0w takes the following covering lemma as known: 
4.4.1 Lemma: For any positive integer n there exists a positive integer N(n) such that for any 
r > 0 there are N finite families of balls of radius 3r, Ti = \B(zij, Zr): 1 < j < A, j , so that 
the union of balls B(z, j , r) of same centers and radius r covers the unit sphere S2n~l while each 
family of balls of radius 3r ispairwise disjoint. (That is, B(zitj, 3r)n B(ziik, Zr) = %for j ^ k.) 
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We note first that N is independent of r (though the z\ jS are not). We also remark that 
we can take any a > 1 in place of the factor 3 in this lemma; we then obtain N as a function 
of n and a. 
We let 6 = min {<f>(z): z e S2""1}. Note that 6 > 0. Next for N as in lemma 4.3.8, we 
let c i , . . . e2N denote the standard orthonormal basis on C2N. For nonzero w € B^N we let 
Tw = {to + n : (w, n) = 0} denote the complex tangent space at to of (the standard metric) ball 
through to with center at origin. 
We now define N (noncontinuous) vector fields. For to = (toi,...to2jv) € C 2^ and 
1 < t < N, we define the vector ni(to) = to-j^i-i — ^n-i^n unless iw2i-i = u>2i = 0, in 
which case we take n,(to) = e%-i- These vector fields are orthonormal and for nonzero w we 
also have n,(ty) _L to (our vector field defines directions orthogonal to to = f(z) in which to 
"push" our refinement function g). 
We start out our construction by taking the case where 6 > 0. The following lemmas are 
straightforward. 
N ,
 2 
4.42 Lemma: The vector w + Y, A;n;(to) lies in B2N when \\\\\ < 1 - ||to|| . 
1=1 
4.4.3 Lemma: There exists some 6 > 0 such that, if I C { 1 , . . . N} is an index set and 
to, to, 6 B2N (for i € i") satisfy \\w - to,|| < 6 and ||to||, ||to,|| > 6, then there exist orthonormal 
vectors n,- € Tw with ||n,- - n,(to,)|| < e. 
4.4.4 Lemma: We can pick r > 0 to be sufficiently small that, whenever we have 6(z\, zi) < 
3r, we also have 
(i) | | # Z i ) - # Z 2 ) | | < ( & ( ! - 6 ) : 
/(zi) / W (ii) 
For r as found in 4.4.4, let T\,...TN be the disjoint families of balls of radius Zr 
from lemma 4.4.1, with center points denoted as in the lemma by z,,y. That is, Ti — 
{g(z,,,,3r) : ! < ; < # } . 
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N 
Now we define g(z) = %] y.(z), where 
«=i 
1 * 
1
 ' i=i -rer N 
exp[-m(l - (7(z),Zij))]ni(/(z,j)). 
(In [L0] there is no averaging over the group, so the function used there is a bit simpler). 
The parameter m is determined below; it will be large. Note that the vector function y, is 
nonzero only in the 2t - 1 and 2t slots. It consists of functions which peak at all the z[jS and 
drop off inside the ball. Also note that our function g is entire, and, as it is constructed to be 
group-invariant it satisfies 43.8. (iv). 
4.45 Lemma: There is a constant C\ (independent of e) such that if e is sufficiently small, 
and mr2 = ^ In ( ^ ) , then ||g,(z)|| < c(l - 6)5<£(z) provided that the orbit T(z) does not hit 
any Zr-ball in Ti- This also holds if we sum only over those Zr—balls in T{ that do not contain 
any points in the orbit. (Note that at most \T\ such balls in 7i can hit this orbit). 
The proof is a bit subtle. An appropriate reference can be found in [L0]. 
We now let I(z) = {i: z£ J5(z,ij(,),3r)} for some (unique) 1 < j(i) < JV,-. We let 
to = /(z), to, = f(zt\jay), and let n, be the vector for the pair to, to, given by lemma 4.43. 
On to the estimates. 
||[/(z) + y(z)]-
Iw + TFTZ2 E |r| 7€rie/(7(*)) 
4>\z) ~ IMf 
N 
^ IkM-^Z Z in ier ,€/(?(*)) 
4>2(z)-\\w\? 
N 
+ 2A5€(l-6)^(z) 
* M*>- i f rE E |r| 761" ,6/(7(2)) 
^ ( z , - y ( l ) ) - ||to,||2 
N 
exp(=m(l - {7(z),zi>i(i)»)n,]i! 
exp(-m(l - (7(z),z,ry(l))))nt(to,)|| 
exp (-m(l - (7(z),z,j(,))))n,(to,)|| 
+ 2^56(1-6)5^) 
+Ar l jr |E E l[^2(^(o)-IKIlf-[^)-IHlfl 
76r,6/(7(z)) 
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< 2N*e(l - b)H(z) 
7er,e/(7(z)) 
+ Ne(l-b)U(z). 
To estimate the middle term: we have 
^if iE E i[^M(i))-iwf -[^)-iHifi 
7er«e/(7(z)) 
= ^ r r l E E |r| teTieih(t)) 1 -
iKir 
*\zi,m) H
zi.j(i)) l - jHr 
^
2 (z ) 4^(41 
< J V ? c ( l - 6 ) ^ ( z ) 
i j _ 
in +#*)jH i±r£ E i 7€H€/(7(z)) 1 -
iKir 
*
2 ( * i . i (0 ) 
1 - IHr 
^
2 (z ) 
Exacdy as in [L0], this last term can be shown to be less than \/lOA^(l - b)*<f>(z). 
We put these inequalities together to conclude that 
(4.4.6) H[/(z) + g(z)]-
k+iriE E. . —N inr i i 
' '7erie/(7(z))L 
exp ( - m ( l - (7(z), z,j(i))))",]|| 
< 12JV
€
(1 - 6) V(z). 
The second bracketed expression in the left hand side of 4.4.6 can be rewritten as 
V(4 + |r| E E ' - % AT exp( -m( l - <7(z),2.,i(«))))n»)^(2)-
7<=r,e/(7(,)) 
As the expression now in brackets lies in the unit ball by lemma 4.42, we see that we have 
satisfied 43.8 (i). 
Next, f(z) = to, so 4.4.6 immediately yields 
||y(z)||< 1 2 ^ ( 1 - 6 ) M ( z ) + iV-5 1 - IMI' f ( z ) 
< 12^6(1 - 6)4(z) + 2iV5(l - b)h(z). 
^(z) 
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This proves 43.8 (iii). 
Inequality 4.4.6 also yields 
(4.4.7) ||/(z) + y(z) 
2 
in 
>H"' + iriE E 
7€f ,6/(7(2)) 
4>\z) - \\w\f 
N 
exp ( -m(l - (7(z),Zi,_,(,))))ni|| 
- 12JVe(l - b)*<f>(z). 
We now estimate the square of the norm appearing on the right hand side. We use the fact that 
to and each of the separate n^s are pairwise orthogonal. This norm square is thus equal to 
I M P + f f f E E ^ ^ e x p ( - 2 m ^ ( 7 ( , ) , , , - J - ( i ) ) ) . 
1
 ' 7erie/(7(z)) 
For each 7 G F there exists some i G 7(7(z)) such that £(7(z),z,
 j ( i )) < r. The norm square 
above thus is at least 
(4.4.8) ||u,||!+^)-|H%(_2_,) 
iV 
= l»lf+&Mfel \ ^ 1 / 
> b24>\z) + N-lcf*el(l - b2)42(z). 
Now use « < (1 - b)~* and 4.4.8 in 4.4.7 to obtain 
ll/(*) + *(*)ll 
> b<f>(z) + i / V ^ C f U u - b)<f>(z) - \2Ne(l - 6)^(z) 
>[b + De'Hl-b)]<f>(z) 
for some appropriate constant D. This proves 43.8 (ii). 
We still must consider the case where 6 = 0. It is similar. We replace 6 with «2 in lemma 
4.4.3. Then for ||to|| > 2c2 the proof that g satisfies the properties of lemma 43.8 is as above. 
For 11 to 11 < 2e2 these properties follow from the estimate 
\\[f(2) + g(z)}-
1
 ' 7er,6/(7(2)) 
< 2Ne<j>(z) 
<t>\z)-\\w\? 
N 
exp(-m(l - (7(*),*.j(i))))n,-(uri)]|| 
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This inequality is itself derived as in the previous case, but bypassing the first inequality that 
involved n, where we now have n;(toi). 
This finishes our proof of lemma 43.8M 
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